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DeBenedittis for Legal
Cannabis

Dear Alibi,
I am Dr. Peter DeBenedittis, New Mexico’s
true progressive candidate for governor. I’m
responding to your July 20-26 article by Joshua
Lee, “Baked Goods: Dangerously Still.” Your
article implies that I have never been explicit
about being pro-legalization and that since I
have said that legalization of cannabis is
“inevitable,” I am somehow indifferent about
the issue of legalization. 

To clarify my position for Alibi readers. I am
pro-legalization and have actually been quite
vocal about it.

It’s not surprising some assume that since
I’ve had a career in youth alcohol prevention,
I am anti-cannabis use. However, that’s not
correct. The programs I teach are designed to
save lives and set students on a path towards
success in college. While 1 out of 6 working-
age New Mexicans die from alcohol caused
crashes and disease, according to the CDC, no
one has died due to cannabis consumption.

Legalizing marijuana and reaping the
benefits of that for our state seems like the
only smart choice to me. Legalization would
generate $400 million in new economic
activity and create 16,000 new jobs in its first
year!

My focus is on fair and progressive
regulation of cannabis when it does become
legal. If you go on my website, it informs
readers that I “will sign legislation legalizing
marijuana provided mechanisms are put in
place that protect children from its usage and
remove all tax deductions given to companies
for marijuana advertising.” We’ve seen how
alcohol and tobacco companies continually
produce advertising campaigns targeting
children, which is why I want to close this
loophole before it gets opened.

Thank you,

Peter DeBenedittis, Ph.D.
New Mexico’s True Progressive

Be Happy with Enough

Dear Alibi,
Booze, junk food, cocaine, sugar, meth,
modern wheat, heroin, sodas, cigarettes are all
awful addictions, but no addiction is more
harmful than craving much more money, more
stuff than we need.

I enjoy having enough—healthy food, one
sunny room to live in, a garden for food and
flowers. I lived well all of 2016 on $4,946 for
my total expenses—rent, food, etc.—less than
half the US poverty level for me as a single
person.

The US has less than 5 percent of the
world’s people, but the US steals and hogs 25
percent of the world’s wealth. How much
worse the environment and global climate

chaos would be if all 7.4 billion people on
Earth now, and billions to come, consumed,
traveled, polluted and ate meat and dairy like
most USA-ans? Why hog much more than my
fair share in the world family? Freedom is not
having and not wanting so much stuff I do not
need!

My time is more precious than millions of
dollars. My close relationships are more
precious than luxury mansions full of stuff. No
high-paying job is worth selling out my
conscience and silencing my voice publicly on
important controversial concerns. I refuse to
be an impotent wimp spectator in the
bleachers of life.

I treasure wisdom, deep conversations,
health, dear friends living and dead, men I
have been in love with ... I aim to live truth as
best I see it. Why have much more than I need
while many millions worldwide have much less
than they need?

Don Schrader

Thank You, August March

Dear Alibi,
On behalf of Listo NM and the NM Dream
team we want to thank you for having worked
with us on the immigration piece that ran on
the week of July 19-26. 

We appreciate the platform you provided
through the newspaper to talk about the issues
the immigrant community is facing under the
current administration and how we are still
fighting back to protect our immigrant families
nationwide.

Once again, thank you and we hope to
continue working with you to inform your
public of what is happening in the
immigration field in N.M.

Isaac J. De Luna
Communications Director

Listo NM 

Taxes and the Poor

Dear Alibi,
Listening to talk radio shows, I’ve heard
several callers complain about the prospect of
universal health care. “Why should I have to
pay,” they ask, “for the health insurance of
some guy who doesn’t have any?” To keep it
simple, one might respond, “In a universal
system you would not be paying for the other
guy any more than the other guy would be
paying for you, and what’s more, you’d both be
paying less for your health coverage.”

“How so?” I can anticipate. “Don’t tell me
my taxes won’t go up, and that other guy’s
probably not paying anything.” Here I think
one needs to address what appears to be a
growing misconception about the taxes we pay,
especially income taxes. “It’s true,” I’ll allow,
“that the amounts our citizens pay in income
taxes differ widely, sometimes vastly. But it’s

Letters should be sent with the writer’s name, address and daytime phone number via email to

letters@alibi.com or faxed to (505) 256-9651. Letters may be edited for length and clarity, and may be

published in any medium.

Letters  continue on page6 
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also true,” I’d hasten to add, “that in our
system of progressive income tax all citizens
are taxed the same. If my annual income
happens to be $25,000, I’m taxed at the same
rate as, say, Bill Gates and Warren Buffet are
taxed on their first $25,000. True, by the time
Bill and Warren pass their first million they’ll
be paying at a higher rate, but that rate does
not apply for all of their income, and the
increase kicks in only by increments, just as it
does for any citizen. Yes, we are all taxed the
same. If there are differences in the amounts
we pay, that’s because there are differences in
annual income—sometimes vast differences.”

At this point I am reminded of the
arguments which have arisen about the
income tax rebates distributed during the
present decade. The largest rebates went to the
very wealthy, and the middle class was not
overlooked, but discord arose when it was
suggested that the poor should get something,
too. “How so?” it was again demanded. “How
can anyone get a rebate for taxes which were
never paid in the first place?” That sounds
reasonable, almost, but to go a step further one
could add, “They never paid taxes in the first
place because in the place before that they
were never paid enough income.” Some might
even go a step further and conclude that the
poor—those who pay no income taxes because
they don’t make enough income—are the very
citizens most in need of rebates.

Thus we arrive at a theory espoused by the
occasional economist, a theory we seldom hear
about, involving the concept of the “negative
income tax.” Take, for example, a family
surviving on an annual income of $18,000
($1,500/mo.). If, eventually some day, we came
to agree that no family should have to survive
on less than $21,000 annually ($1,750/mo.),
we might extend assistance to our family, not
in the form of an illogical rebate, but by
assessing them a negative income tax in the
amount of $3,000, bringing their income to
the minimum $21,000/year.

“Not much help,” some would surely say,
but to those who dwell in a perpetual state of
economic depression, who cannot qualify for
Visa cards* or even loans except from
predatory lenders who offer “payday advances”
at ruthless rates, this slightly larger slice of the
pie might seem momentous—salvation from
that “payday advance,” for instance, when
they approach that final week of the month. If
nothing else, if might be perceived by those in
need as at least a gesture of goodwill from the
rest of America. And in time, perhaps, it
might be perceived by most Americans as at
least a step in the right direction, a step toward
social justice and a better America for all of us
to live in.

One cannot help but recall Lee Atwater’s
call to shrink government until it can be
“drowned in the bathtub,” or President
Reagan’s pronouncement that “Government is
the problem.” Not so. Instead of a shrinking
and shirking government, we need a
“government of the people” to stand up for the
people against an un-governed capitalism and
the blind inhumanity and aggressions it
engenders: crime, speeding, road rage,

invasions, “shock and awe,” torture,
depressions, homelessness, hunger, poverty,
loss of species, loss of clean water and air, etc.
If unwilling to act for humanity, then we
might as least act to save the Earth.

*It is probably well that they cannot, for
they are thus spared entrapment in a trickle-up
system in which the poor pay interest to the
wealthy.

J. Ferguson

Driverless Cars

Dear Alibi,

I had to chuckle when reading of Mayor
Berry’s promotion of driverless cars in the
“News City” section, because it seems to me
that in terms of cognitive presence behind the
wheel, Albuquerque’s always had an
abundance of driverless cars. As for the new
ones, with no physical human presence at the
controls, isn’t the success of that predicated on
some sort of predictability in the driving
environment? Good luck with that here!

R. Cole

USA Needs Real Defense

Dear Alibi,

Thinking on Cecil Adams’ “Advice From The
Abyss” column in your 6/29 – 7/5/17 edition:

Although domestic terrorism has plagued
America for centuries, the newer threat of
terrorist acts from foreign sources consumes
our attention, as do the heartrending conflicts
in Syria, Yemen, Afghanistan and Africa.

What we need is “real defense!” For too
many decades our national security
establishment has been overthrowing
democratically-elected governments,
intervening in sectarian and tribal conflicts,
and conducting murderous wars. Countries
and regions have been catastrophically
destabilized. 

“Allied” governments, arms merchants,
military contractors and corporate interests
have been determining which regimes are
treated as friends, while others as enemies.

Two prominent “friends” are Israel and
Saudi Arabia, a British colonized product of
WWI. That Iran is on our list of “enemies” is
in large part due to these friends’ fears and
desires. Our tragic invasions of Iraq and more
recent pursuit of regime change in Syria’s civil
unrest were strongly urged on by these friends.

Real defense requires us to avoid conflicts
and taking sides. Real defense in the 21st
century must prioritize “cyber security,”
diplomacy and enlightened humanitarian aid.
Real defense will not be strengthened by a $1
trillion modernization of our nuclear weapons
arsenal. Nukes are valuable only as
“deterrence” until negotiations are completed.
Past negotiations have been successful. The
Multilateral Nuclear Disarmament Treaty of
2017 is law; we need to sign, ratify, comply and
move the other outlaw nuclear powers to do
so. We must never use nuclear weapons again
and, fortunately, don’t need to!

Appropriations for our national security
establishment should not be sacrosanct and
beyond public scrutiny. We deserve an
effective and cost-effective real defense. 

D. Hyde a

Letters continued from page5
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Dateline: Australia 
An Australian senator who was elected three
times to the country’s Parliament resigned in
mid-July after learning that he was not an
Aussie but a Kiwi. Deputy leader of the Greens
Party, 47-year-old Scott Ludlam, apologized to
his constituents for being born in New
Zealand and not Australia as previously
believed. Ludlam recently learned that his
family moved to Perth, Australia when he was
3 years old and was unaware his parents had
not renounced his citizenship. Officially,
Ludlam holds dual citizenship between the
neighboring island nations. Unfortunately,
under the Australian constitution, members of
Parliament cannot be anything other than
Australian citizens. The shocking revelation
has rendered Ludlam’s recent reelection null
and void. An Australian court will now have
to name his replacement. Ludlum, who has
served in the Australian Senate for nine years,
described the mater as “entirely my
responsibility.” In a tweet announcing his
resignation, Ludlam told his constituents,
“Hey everyone. I’m sorry about this, but it’s a
thing. I’ll really miss it, but there are other
ways to make trouble. Love and thanks.” No
word on whether Ludlam will now seek office
in New Zealand.

Dateline: California
A woman who forgot to tip her pizza driver is
requesting a restraining order against him after
he allegedly sent her a threatening, four-page
letter following the snub. According to the
Redondo Beach Patch, Lauren Ledford ordered a
pizza using the phone app Postmates. The tip
on Ledford’s pizza would have been $4 (or
“only 4 fucking dollars,” according to the
delivery driver’s follow-up letter), but she
wrongfully assumed the tip was included in the
overall charge. Almost a week after getting the
pizza, Ledford received a handwritten letter
from the self-described “disgruntled
employee.” Ledford told the Redondo Beach

Patch, “I was terrified that he had been
stalking me since he returned six days later.”

In his letter the driver advises, “Next time tip
your delivery driver. And if it turns out that
delivery driver is me again, and you do not tip
yet again, I’m probably going to rob you. I’m
only joking, but not really. Don’t risk it
though.” He goes on to say that Ledford is “a
Jew ... not in the religious/ethnic sense ... just
the cheap/frugal sense.” Eventually, the driver
admits to being “kinda high” and that he
needs “your tip money to stay toasty.” In the
final paragraph, the writer adds some sexist
comments about women’s menstrual cycles
and concludes his rant with the brilliant
observation, “Having a weiner has its
advantages.” After the incident was reported
in local media, Postmates told KTLA-5 that
the driver had been suspended. 

Dateline: Tennessee
It wasn’t a shotgun wedding precisely, but it
was close enough for Tennessee. A newly
married couple’s wedding night ended with the
bride being hauled off to jail after she pulled a
gun out of her wedding dress and pointed it at
her new husband’s head. News Channel 5 in
Nashville reports that, shortly after
exchanging vows, Kate Prichard and James
Burton got into a heated argument. The fight
escalated to the point at which Prichard
reached under her wedding dress and started
brandishing a 9mm pistol. Authorities were
called to the Clarion Inn Hotel in
Murfreesboro on reports of a man and woman
fighting. The couple—who had been drinking,
of course—were described as “uncooperative.”
Witnesses told police the couple were arguing
outside the motel. That’s when—as Sgt. Kyle
Evans of the Murfreesboro Police Department.
explained—25-year-old Prichard “pulled out of
her wedding dress a 9mm pistol, pointed it at
her new husband’s head and pulled the
trigger.” The gun did not go off, however,
because it wasn’t loaded. Undeterred, Evans
reportedly loaded a round into the chamber
and fired a shot in the air, causing everyone to
run from the scene. After the incident, police
say Prichard “went to the bathroom and
disposed of the weapon.” According to Sgt.
Evans, “Responding officers let the husband
know the honeymoon was over and his new
wife was going to jail.” The bride was charged
with aggravated domestic assault. Local law
enforcement said additional charges could be
pending. a

Compiled by Devin D. O’Leary. Email your weird

news to devin@alibi.com.
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Council Gets Back to It
ICE, elections and ART discussed

BY CAROLYN CARLSON

A
bucket of prickly issues awaited the
Albuquerque City Council at their Aug.
7 regular meeting. Rapid immigration

enforcement, election issues and transit woes
were some of the matters tackled by
councilors.

No ICE
Councilors called Albuquerque Police

Chief Gorden Eden to the podium to chat a
bit about the recent threat by US Attorney
General Jeff Sessions to withhold federal law
enforcement funding due to the city’s
purported status as a “sanctuary city.” Eden
said the city has not applied for the money
that Sessions is threatening to withhold.
Mayor Richard Berry responded to Sessions
by saying that Albuquerque is immigrant-
friendly, but it is not a sanctuary city. The
Department of Justice identified
Albuquerque in a nationally released press
statement as a so-called sanctuary city, but
were wrong, he said. Eden further said
Immigration and Customs Enforcement
agents were given an office in the prisoner
transport center for them to do their jobs, but
he said that office has not been staffed by ICE
since April 2014. Meanwhile, Bernalillo
County responded to Sessions’ threat by
saying the county is immigrant-friendly and
that no county resources will be used to
identify immigration status unless required by
court order, and cited the Tenth Amendment
of the US Constitution that recognizes the
sovereign status of the states and precludes
the federal government from compelling state
and local governments to enforce federal laws
using county employees.

Election Crackdowns
City councilors said they did not like the

Police Oversight Board’s plans to host a
mayoral candidate forum at their next
meeting. Neither the mayor nor councilors
have any say over the board. An associate
attorney for the board said the forum is
within the POB’s duties. He said POB is
charged with doing community outreach, and
hosting the forum also promotes
accountability, which means finding out how
candidates stand on the issues. “What
chutzpah the POB has,” Councilor Diane
Gibson said, “It’s way beyond their scope.”
One by one, councilors expressed their
concern over the POB looking like a political
body. City Attorney Jessica Hernandez said
her department is still looking at whether it is
appropriate for a city board to conduct a
political forum. The POB meeting, and
maybe the forum, is set for 5pm, Aug. 10, and
will be streamed via Channel 16 and 
GOV-TV.

Further regarding municipal elections, City
Clerk Natalie Howard said she was not going to
allow the League of Women Voters to distribute
its election guides at polling sites. The League’s
guides have been allowed in the past as they are
generally considered nonpartisan. The city clerk
and the city attorney said they will reconsider
this decision once they see this year’s election’s
guide.

Un-confusing Voters
Second Judicial District Judge Alan Malott

struck down an Oct. 3 ballot spot for the City
Council’s alternative sick leave ballot initiative,
saying it will confuse voters. The Council’s
proposed ballot question asked voters if they
want the City Council to come up with a paid
sick leave plan. But voters are already being
asked in a citizen-driven initiative, if
Albuquerque employers should be required to
provide paid sick leave benefits to all employees,
including part-time and seasonal workers.

Cop Checks
Without discussion, councilors approved a

resolution directing the Albuquerque Police
Department to come up with a plan to
investigate itself when involved in officer
shootings and in-custody deaths. The measure
says APD should have an outside law
enforcement agency—which does not employ
any officer involved in the incident, does not
share management and liaison services with
APD, and is not an investigative unit of the
Second Judicial District Attorney’s Office—
investigate these incidents.

Child Check
APD Crimes Against Children Sgt. Rich

Evans and Child Exploitation Sgt. Jeff Peterson
assured councilors that while the police
department does not have a specific written
policy for how to handle child abuse referrals, the
department does follow state law and investigates
all credible referrals. Evans said he believes the

state Children, Youth and Families Department
sends APD between 1,000 and 1,700 child abuse
and neglect referrals each month. He said there
are nine detectives handling the referrals after
they have been initially screened by APD
supervisors. The hubbub arose after the city’s
Civilian Police Oversight Agency found that
APD does not have a written policy for
investigating child abuse or neglect referrals from
the state’s Children, Youth and Families
Department. The CPOA also found that APD
had lied about investigating a referral concerning
10-year-old Victoria Martens prior to her death.

Art Jams
Councilor Ken Sanchez asked Chief

Operating Officer Michael Riordan how the
Albuquerque Rapid Transit project is coming
along and when the actual buses will be running.
Riordan said the first bus has been delivered. He
said the overall project is ahead of schedule and
is 65 percent complete with a target completion
date of the end of the year.
Economic Development Director Gary

Oppedahl said during a presentation that the city
has seen a 20 percent increase in business permits
over last year along the Central ART route. He
said the city’s ART website has an interactive
link showing the business and construction
permits issued along the route.
Councilors postponed approving a resolution

that will analyze traffic congestion after the
project is up and running, to see if the project has
helped or has hurt the Central corridor.
Councilors said there are some minor changes to
make and the resolution will be back on the next
meeting agenda. a

Send your comments about the City Council to
carolyn@alibi.com.

The next meeting 
Monday, Aug. 21, 5pm

Council Chambers in the basement of City Hall
View it on GOV TV 16 or at cabq.gov/govtv

NEWS CITY BYJOSHUA LEE

Reading Program Cut From Local Schools
Neither the Albuquerque nor Santa Fe school districts
will be receiving funds associated with a popular
reading program because of changes made by the New
Mexico Public Education Department. “Reads to
Lead,” a $12.5 million state program providing reading
specialists to assist kindergarten through third-grade
students, offers funding to school districts that have
shown improvements on standardized tests or have
created a plan for the future that has been approved by
PED. In May, 30 districts and 11 charter schools were
automatically funded by the program because they had
shown sufficient growth on standardized test scores.
Another 19 districts and one charter school received
funds based on their applications to the program, which
were reviewed by a panel of independent education
experts. Cobre Consolidated Schools, near Silver City,
received $521,149—the largest sum given to an
entity—despite having only approximately 1,290
students—the smallest number of students under an
entity’s care. According to APS school officials, the
loss of funds could impact up to 24 schools in the
district who might have to go without a reading coach.
APS received $1.065 million in Reads to Lead funding
in 2016 and $565,200 in 2017, but is receiving
nothing in the current fiscal year. Christopher
Ruszkowski, acting secretary of education, says the
results are not politically motivated, but were arrived at
through the use of a rubric provided to independent
reviewers by PED. The results of the evaluation were
that APS had not shown significant results in its
student performance despite receiving state funding.
APS reading scores have dropped 2 percentage points
since 2015 according to PARRC test results, and third-
grade reading scores fell by 1.6 percentage points
between the 2016 and 2017 school years. But school
officials say the application process and requirements
haven’t been consistent. According to a report
published by the Legislative Education Study
Committee, PED has changed the application process
for the Reads to Lead program four times since its
inception in 2012. Launched by Gov. Susana Martinez,
it began as a competitive grant, but was changed in
2014 to provide funding to any district that sent in an
application and met minimum requirements. The
competitive process was reinstated in fiscal year 2017
and is still in place.

AG Sessions Threatens to Withhold Funds

From ABQ
Last week, US Attorney General Jeff Sessions’ sent a
letter through the Justice Department to Albuquerque
Police Chief Gorden Eden Jr. and to the police chiefs of
three other cities telling them that they would not be
eligible for a federal anti-crime program unless they
cooperate with federal immigration authorities by
detaining foreign nationals. Sessions sent the letter to
the chiefs of police of Albuquerque, Baltimore,
Stockton and San Bernardino after the four cities
applied for a new federal crime-fighting assistance
program launched in June called the “National Public
Safety Partnership” (PSP). The program provides
federal funds to cities with crime rates higher than the
national average. The letter requests that the chiefs
provide proof that their police departments have
policies that require detainees who have been arrested
for committing a crime and are suspected of being in
the country illegally to be held for 48 hours so that
Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) agents
can take custody of them. The Albuquerque Police
Department currently has no such policy. In response
to the letter, Mayor Richard Berry addressed Sessions
directly, challenging the Attorney General’s claim that
Albuquerque was a so-called “sanctuary city.” Berry
said it’s the federal government’s responsibility to
enforce immigration laws. He also pointed out that the
city doesn’t actually have a jail, and that prisoners are
sent to the Bernalillo County Detention Center. Berry
said that Sessions might be confused about who runs
the city’s jails. Sessions has repeatedly threatened to
withhold federal money from cities that do not
cooperate with ICE agents. a

APD Chief Eden addresses the Council ERIC WILLIAMS PHOTOGRAPHY
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Legislative Level
State Senate seats are not up for election

again until 2020, but the House and

gubernatorial elections will have a dramatic

impact on New Mexico. Democrats are

likely to maintain control of the state House

and the majority in the Senate. The balance

of power, between parties and between the

governor and legislators, has broad impacts

on the state. That has been clear during the

last seven years as there have been vocal, at

times bitter, divides on partisan lines

between the Democrats in control of the

House and Senate (Republicans held the

state House from 2015 through 2016) and

Republican Gov. Susana Martinez. Those

battles play out both in back rooms and

headlines, but budget decisions can affect

everything from education to how much the

state spends repairing roads.

There are several House of

Representatives races where Republicans

narrowly won in 2016 or Clinton

outperformed Trump. In a “wave” election,

as 2018 could prove to be, these races could

shift to Democratic candidates.

Still, Atkeson doesn’t expect big changes

at the Roundhouse. “It’s hard to imagine the

Democrats really expanding their legislative

majority in an off-year or midterm election,”

Atkeson said. “Obviously a lot depends on

turnout and what happens at the top of the

ticket.”

There also just aren’t that many seats

that Democrats could take from Republicans

this year after their gains in 2016. The

progressive website Daily Kos compiled

election results by New Mexico legislative

district in the presidential races in 2016 and

2012, as well as non-judicial statewide races

between 2012 and 2016 except for the 2016

secretary of state race.

All 34 districts where Clinton defeated

the combined votes of Trump and Johnson

are currently held by Democrats.

Republican legislators hold seats in only

nine districts where Clinton outperformed

Trump.

The Johnson effect on New Mexico

complicates things. Four Democrats won in

districts where the combined Trump and

Johnson votes outstripped Clinton (Daymon

Ely in HD 23, Elizabeth Thomson in HD 24,

Candie Sweetser in HD 32 and George

Dodge Jr. in HD 63). In two of those

districts (HD 23 and HD24), Clinton

outstripped Trump, while in the other two

Trump had more votes than Clinton.

If 2018 were to turn into a good year for

Republicans in New Mexico these are the

types of districts that would be in play.

On the other hand, if 2018 is a bad year

for the president’s party, some races where

Clinton beat Trump and narrowly lost to the

combined Trump/Johnson vote could

become competitive in play.

Three Races to Watch
HD 53

Rep. Rick Little of Chaparral is the lone

Republican legislator standing in Doña Ana

County. He narrowly defeated Democrat

Willie Madrid by just 138 votes in 2016

after winning his previous two elections by

wider margins.

Trump won the district, but only

narrowly, while in 2012 Barack Obama won

by just 15 votes over Republican Mitt

Romney. Martin Heinrich also won the

district in 2012, but all other statewide races

in the district swung for Republicans. That

included a near-30 percentage point win by

Martinez over Democrat Gary King.

HD 30

House Minority Leader Nate Gentry of

Albuquerque won by 4.38 percent over

Democrat Natalie Figueroa after an 8.68

percent win in 2014 and 7.82 percent in

2012. Clinton had more votes than Trump

in his district, but a large Johnson vote

there kept Clinton from a majority of the

votes.

In general, the seat is close in statewide

races. Republicans Martinez and

Commissioner of State Lands Aubrey Dunn

won the district among statewide races—but

Heinrich won the district in 2012 by just 12

votes.

HD 15

Rep. Sarah Maestas Barnes, also of

Albuquerque, also represents a district

where Clinton easily outstripped Trump (by

nearly 10 percentage points), but a stronger-

than-average performance by Johnson

meant that Trump/Johnson combined beat

Clinton by 1.72 percentage points. Maestas

Barnes herself won reelection in 2016 over

Democrat Ane Romero by 6.44 percent

after defeating then-incumbent Emily Kane

by 3.84 percent in 2014. a

Read more stories like this at

NMpoliticalreport.com

Democrats Face Bounty in 2018
Expanded house majority is possible

BY MATTHEW REICHBACH VIA NMPR

A
fter Donald Trump defeated Hillary

Clinton and Democrats failed to take

control of the Senate, many saw 2016 as

a disastrous election for Democrats. At least

nationwide.

But in New Mexico the party retook

control of the state House of

Representatives and expanded their

majority in the Senate. Statewide, Clinton

defeated Trump by 8 percent, even though

over 9 percent of voters backed Libertarian

nominee and former Gov. Gary Johnson.

While the election took place 10 months

ago and may seem like old news, the results

can provide a glimpse into which races will

be competitive in 2018.

University of New Mexico political

science Professor Lonna Atkeson says that

Trump will be a big issue for voters in the

2018 elections. “Off-year elections are

referendums, at least in part, on the

president,” she told NM Political Report in

an interview. A president’s party typically

does not do well in the midterm elections.

In New Mexico, voters will decide on

statewide races, including those for

governor, secretary of state, attorney general

and state land commissioner. In addition, all

the state House of Representatives seats will

be up for election.

Congressional Races
In New Mexico, the congressional races

may not be as interesting as in past years, at

least in the general elections.

Each of the incumbents received over 60

percent of the vote in 2016.

There will be two open Congressional

seats. Democrat Michelle Lujan Grisham

already announced she won’t seek reelection

to the 1st Congressional District seat and

will instead run for governor. Republican

Steve Pearce, who currently represents the

2nd Congressional District, announced the

same decision last month. Rep. Ben Ray

Lujan, a Democrat, will seek reelection, for

his sixth term in office.

So far, a large group of Democrats is

seeking to replace Lujan Grisham, while a

smaller but still sizable group of Republicans

want to replace Pearce. Pearce won

reelection to the 2nd Congressional District

by 25 percent in 2016, making it an unlikely

pickup opportunity for Democrats, and

Lujan Grisham won by an even wider

margin in the 1st Congressional District.
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DEAR GABACHO: It ain’t just cholos who

are down with oldies-but-goodies. Mexican-

Americans of all social classes have largely

kept alive that particular music genre—the

brown-eyed soul of Thee Midniters and Sonny

and the Sunliners, as well as long-forgotten

R&B artists such as the Penguins and Billy

Stewart who aren’t crazy enough for

hipsters to worship à la Esquerita

and the Five Du-Tones, but still too

threatening to oldies fans whose idea

of soul is the Crew Cuts doing “Sh-

Boom.” Oldies-but-goodies speak

to the softer side of machismo—

match up “The Town I Live In”

with “Canción Mixteca,” and you’ll

find they’re one and the mismo. 

But rather than me trying to explain

further to gabachos why Mexicans are so

into oldies, let’s turn to the man who devoted

his life to keeping the genre alive: legendary

DJ Art Laboe! 

“I think it has to do with the lyrics,” Laboe

told the Mexican, referring to “I’m Your

Puppet.” “If you listen to the song, it says, ‘I’ll

do funny things if you want me to/I’m your

puppet,’ so [that] means ... I love you so much

I’ll do whatever you say .... I believe that is

why [guys] like that song. 

“It’s actually in the lyrics of the song,” Laboe

continued. “‘I’ll do anything/I’m just a puppet,

and you hold my string/I’m your puppet.’ Guys

often have trouble revealing their feelings,

and this song lets them do that. Through the

years, ‘I’m Your Puppet’ has been one of our

most requested songs on The Art Laboe

Connection,” which airs Monday through

Friday, from 7pm to midnight, as well as

Sunday at 6pm Pacific Time, on

KOKO94.com and on the Tune In radio app

via KDUC. Check ArtLaboe.com for the

many radio stations in the Southwest.

WOW ... Art Laboe in ¡Ask a Mexican! This

column has finally hit its zenith—and since

it’s all downhill from here, Art, I’d like to

dedicate “The Agony and the Ecstasy” to my

sad girl, journalism. a

Ask the Mexican at themexican@askamexican.net.

Be his fan on Facebook. Follow him on Twitter

@gustavoarellano or follow him on Instagram

@gustavo_arellano!

BY GUSTAVO ARELLANO

D
ear Mexican: Why do a lot of Mexicans

let their toddlers stay on the baby bottle

longer than most kiddos? I work at a

surgery center that specializes in children’s

dental surgery, and most of the patients are

Mexican kids getting their teeth

fixed from just such scenarios.

I’ve also personally known

Mexican mothers whose

children’s mouths were

completely blinged out with

dental work. Any insight on

why the Mexican bambinos

stay on the bottle so long?

—Wean ‘Em Off

DEAR GABACHO: You’re right about

the problem—multiple studies have

documented the Mexican propensity for their

chicos to suffer from what’s scientifically known

as early childhood caries (ECC) and

colloquially known as baby-bottle tooth decay.

The disease rots baby teeth, leading to so

many kids making rapper Riff Raff’s dientes

seem as pearly white as a Pepsodent model.

UCLA student Sally Chu’s 2006 paper “Early

Childhood Caries: Risk and Prevention in

Underserved Populations,” published in the

Journal of Young Investigators, found that

“Hispanics have the highest rate of ECC in

both developed and developing countries with

an average prevalence of 13 percent to 29

percent, second only to Native American,”

citing the seminal 2002 paper “Caries-Risk

Factors for Hispanic Children Affected by

Early Childhood Caries.” All studies cite

poverty and lack of education more than

culture, so I guess you want me to make a

psychosexual joke about how Mexicans overall

are still attached to their mami’s chichis,

leaving us perpetual infants. Well, you ain’t

going to get it, so I’ll make it up with an

insight equally as lame: Why do Mexicans like

to drive lowriders? So they can cruise and pick

strawberries at the same time. ... HA!

Dear Mexican: Why do so many cholos like

the song “I’m Your Puppet” by James &

Bobby Purify? Is there something about this

song, or is it all oldies they like?

—Aspiring Puppetteer

OPINION | ¡ASK A MEXICAN!
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EVENT HORIZON WEEK OF AUG 10-16

Compiled by Megan Reneau. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.

THURSDAY AUGUST 10 SATURDAY AUGUST 12

HONKY-TONK HANKERIN’

Like all New Mexicans, I was born with a grudge against all
things Texas-tinged. In a turn of events I could have never
predicted (and still don’t understand), I ended going to
college in Austin, Texas. This twist of fate has exposed me to
some of the peculiarities of Texan life, including shockingly
bad Mexican food and an absolute inundation of country
music. From the radio waves to the aux cord at frat parties, it
seems impossible to escape that telltale Texas twang. For
someone who has long boasted a deeply-rooted contempt for
the genre, this could have been hell; thankfully, exposure to
hometown hero Willie Nelson quickly led to my discovery of
“authentic” country, untainted by the creeping tendrils of the
pop industry. Dale Watson is one man continuing this crusade
of outlaw country. Armed with a rich, resonant baritone and
two truly menacing muttonchops, Watson is returning the
flame of country music to Albuquerque this Thursday,Aug. 10.
If you mourn the loss of real country music, go satisfy your
honky-tonk hankerin’ with a true country legend. $12 is a
small price to pay for the revitalization of energy, passion and
emotion that Watson’s country tunes are sure to give ya.
Unfortunately, those who most need this lesson may be
unable to attend, as this event is 21+. LAUNCHPAD 618 CENTRAL

SW, 9PM alibi.com/v/53hl. (Adam Wood) a HOT TIME ON THE
PLAZA

Nothing beats the heat like an evening full
of music, shopping and family fun. The
whole ABQ gang is invited to kick it at the
Downtown Summerfest, a free, all-ages
gathering this Saturday, Aug. 12, at Civic
Plaza. Check out local hand-crafted goods
while sipping on craft beer and shoveling
food from one of the city’s many food
trucks. Local talent will keep the stage
warm throughout the evening for headliner
Dennis DeYoung, lead singer of Styx. The
rain-or-shine party starts at 5pm. Pets are
welcome on leashes. CIVIC PLAZA 1 CIVIC PLAZA,
5 TO 10:30PM alibi.com/v/4y3y. (Joshua Lee) a

HEAVY METAL HEROINES

Even in a town saturated with excellent heavy metal, it can be refreshing to return
to those classics that have stood the test of time. The downside to that, however, is
that those musicians have aged, even if the music has not. Thankfully, bands like
Cowgirls From Hell are coming to Launchpad this Tuesday,Aug. 15, to deliver the
musical onslaught and carry the heavy metal beacon forward. An all-female
Pantera tribute band, Cowgirls From Hell revitalize the mayhem of metal with
astonishing aplomb. It is no easy feat to carry the sheer rage and power inherent
to Pantera’s furious songs, but the Cowgirls From Hell prove equal to the task and
more, imparting their own spirit into the timeless tunes. Whether you are a fervent
Panterahead or simply fiending for a sonic blitz, this $5 concert will give you the
arena to headbang, mosh and bask in old-fashioned heavy metal outrage to your
heart’s content. Leave your kids at home; even if it weren’t a 21+ event, this show
is going to be a pit of thrashing riffs and crushing rhythms they’ll need at least a
little more life experience to appreciate. LAUNCHPAD 618 CENTRAL SW, 9PM alibi.com/v/53qn.
(Adam Wood) a

FRIDAY AUGUST 11

NO SCREWS LOOSE

Resistance to Art House’s latest Cyberbodies is futile. This
group exhibition in Santa Fe explores the
multitudinous definitions of bodies and how
they are reaffirmed or re-imagined with
technology. Art House, an extension of
The Carl & Marilynn Thoma Art
Foundation, seeks to share the
foundation’s collection widely.
As such, entrance to this
exhibition is entirely free.
Inside, visitors will have the
opportunity to explore and
experience works by Yael
Kanarek, Vera Molnar, Steina
Vasulka and more. The formal
opening of Cyberbodies runs
from 5-7pm this Friday, Aug.
11, but the show will be up
and available for viewing until
December. ART HOUSE SANTA FE
231 DELGADO, 5 TO 7PM
alibi.com/v/52y3. (Maggie Grimason)

a

20 BY 20

PechaKucha 20x20 was devised as a design discussion
format by some architects working in Japan in the aughts.
Astrid Klein and Mark Dytham came up with the process in
2003. The whole schmear has evolved into a format that allows
for fun and informal public events where local creative types
can get together with interested audiences to share and talk
about their work in a format that allows 20 projected pictures
and 20 seconds of discourse for each image. Of course all
sorts of fabulous, cosmopolitan, creative-driven cities and their
attached cultures have gotten in on the action. Albuquerque is
set to join in on this global phenomenon—it’s gone viral, yo—
when Weekly Alibi hosts a PechaKucha night at Burque’s own
South Broadway Cultural Center, Aug. 11, and is $5. It’ll be a
night of heady discussion about local culture, formatted for fun.
So be there or be square! SOUTH BROADWAY CULTURAL CENTER 1025
BROADWAY SE, 6:30 TO 8:45PM alibi.com/v/549f. (August March) a

24/7 HEAVEN

Buckle up, buttercup, it’s gonna be a
wild ride this Saturday, Aug. 12, at
10601 Performance Space. Seven
teams of prominent, local theater
nerds are coming together to create a
variety of shows, all created, written
and rehearsed in 24 hours. This one-
day event has two shows, the first at
7pm and the second starting at 9pm.
Tickets are only $5 at the door, so
there’s no reason to miss out on
24/7 Festival, hosted by Blackout
Theatre. 10601 PERFORMANCE SPACE
10601 LOMAS NE, 7PM alibi.com/v/53ss.

(Megan Reneau) a

DON’T YOU HEAR ME HOWLING
BABE?

“Leave it to the land, this is what it knows.” Hopefully Hozier’s 2014
song will prove true for the Mexican gray wolf: “It Will Come Back.” To
learn more about the recovery efforts of this beautiful, powerful and
depressingly endangered species, round up your pack and run like
the wind to the South Broadway Cultural Center on Saturday, Aug.
12, at 7pm to view the documentary film, Stories of Wolves: The
Lobo Returns. This all-ages cinema event covers a variety of topics
from habitat issues to the relationships the mammals have with
ranchers and conservationists to their place in Native cultures.
Tickets are only $8-$10 and include the film screening as well as a
question and answer session with the director. SOUTH BROADWAY
CULTURAL CENTER 1025 BROADWAY SE, 7 TO 9PM alibi.com/v/53k4. (Renée Chavez)

a

LIVING SMALL

My lease is up next month, and I’ve been considering alternative living
arrangements. Nothing had piqued my interest until I came across this Build
Your Own Terrarium class being held at Bosque Brewing Co. Public House.
That’s right. The Bosque Brewing Co. will be providing all the materials and
guidance needed to build your very own terrarium. Just pick your plant, your
theme and a beer to accompany you on your journey. This 21 and up event
costs $30 per person and entitles participants to $1 off all beer. Hopefully my
terrarium will have enough room for a futon. BOSQUE BREWING PUBLIC HOUSE 106
GIRARD SE, 6:30 TO 7:30PM alibi.com/v/53wb. (Joshua Lee) a

WEDNESDAY AUGUST 16TUESDAY AUGUST 15

COURTESY OF COWGIRLS FROM HELL
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Compiled by Megan Reneau. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.

THURSDAY AUG 10
ALBUQUERQUE MENNONITE CHURCH Public Forum: Israel Anti-
Boycott Act. Learn about the intent of the bill under consideration
by Congress with ACLU representative Nancy Hollander and
human rights lawyer Alan Wagman. 1300 Girard NE. Donations
encouraged. 6:30-8:30pm. ALL-AGES! 254-1824.
alibi.com/v/544h.

BANQUE LOFTS Salud De Central. A showcase of local businesses
from Nob Hill to Downtown. 219 Central NW. 5:30-8:30pm.
219-3107. alibi.com/v/53qh.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
CONSERVATORY OF FLAMENCO ARTS Flamenco Power Hour.
Learn basic flamenco techniques. 1620 Central SE. $12.
Noon-1pm. 13+. alibi.com/v/50z3. 

STUDIO SWAY 5Rhythms Sweat. Learn about movement medi-
tation. 1100 San Mateo NE. $13. 7-9pm. ALL-AGES! 847-5860.
alibi.com/v/4ufe.

FRIDAY AUG 11
WELLNESS/FITNESS
CONSERVATORY OF FLAMENCO ARTS Flamenco Power Hour.
1620 Central SE. $12. Noon-1pm. 13+. See 8/10 listing.

SATURDAY AUG 12
CIVIC PLAZA Downtown Summerfest. Browse handmade, locally
crafted goods, sip on local brews, grab a bite from a food
truck, kids enjoy activities and live music from Styx lead singer,
Dennis DeYoung. 1 Civic Plaza. 5-10:30pm. alibi.com/v/4y3y.
See Event Horizon.

LEARN
CASA SAN YSIDRO, Corrales Second Saturday: Cowboys and
Western Life. Experience cowboy culture and Western life. 973 Old
Church. 1-4pm. ALL-AGES! (505) 898-3915. alibi.com/v/4voh.

SUNDAY AUG 13
KIDS
BACHECHI OPEN SPACE Family Fun Days. Crafts, outdoor activ-
ities and experiments offered to deepen knowledge of the natural
world. 9521 Rio Grande NW. Noon-5pm. ALL-AGES! 314-0398.
alibi.com/v/528t.

YOGA ART SPACE Kid’s Yoga. Children improve their flexibility,
strength, coordination and body awareness as well as their
concentration, sense of calmness and ability to relax.
8338 Comanche NE. $5. 9:30-10:30am. ALL-AGES!
alibi.com/v/53om.

LEARN
INDIAN PUEBLO CULTURAL CENTER Seasons of Growth
Gardening Class. Discuss agricultural techniques relevant for
gardens in the high desert. Reservation required. 2401 12th
Street NW. $5. 9-11am. ALL-AGES! 843-7270. alibi.com/v/4zjd.

SPORTS/OUTDOOR
ESPERANZA BIKE SHOP Introduction to Bike Overnights. Learn
how to maintain a bicycle and pack for overnight outings.
5600 Esperanza NW. 9-11am. alibi.com/v/52nm.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
ALBUQUERQUE OPEN SPACE VISITOR CENTER Yoga with a View.
A guided yoga class in a unique setting overlooking 18 acres of
agricultural fields. All abilities and levels welcome. $5-$15. 9am.
alibi.com/v/53jz. Also, Dragon and Tiger Medical Qigong. Improve
health and energy with seven simple movements with instructor
Marcy Pincus, an energy arts certified instructor. Registration
recommended. 6500 Coors NW. $5. 1-2pm. 897-8831.
alibi.com/v/53jw.

YOGA ART SPACEMindfulness, Meditation and Mantra Workshop.
Explore a deeper relationship with your inner self.
8338 Comanche NE. $15. 4pm. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/53on.

MONDAY AUG 14
WELLNESS/FITNESS
ALBUQUERQUE SHAMBHALA CENTER Heart of Recovery
Meditation Group. A meditation and sharing support group that
brings together the practice of meditation, Buddhist teachings
and the 12 steps of recovery integrating the basic sanity of the
Dharma and the basic goodness of meditation.
1102 Mountain NW. $5. 6-7:30pm. 717-2486. alibi.com/v/535u.

HILAND DANCE STUDIO Salsa Rhythm and Timing. Learn about
the different instruments that make up a salsa song to connect
better to the music through dance. 7:30-8:30pm. 13+.
alibi.com/v/4qkc. Also, Salsa Level One. Build on the funda-
mentals of salsa dancing by reinforcing the basic steps, essential
footwork, turning and spin techniques, as well as leading and
following methods. 130 Jackson NE. $12. 8:30-9:30pm. 13+.
268-1558. alibi.com/v/4qmk.

MOVE Zumba. Get in shape with an experienced, professional
instructor. 1100 San Mateo NE. 7-8pm. 13+. 514-2097.
alibi.com/v/51tl.

TUESDAY AUG 15
LEARN
LUMEN MIND BODY FLOAT Consciousness Hacking. Phil Safier
speaks about his decades of experience with brain entertainment
devices for improved mood, sleep and focus. 2931 Monte
Vista NE. 6:30pm. alibi.com/v/53ky.

OSO GRANDE TECHNOLOGIES ABQ Speaks Up. Improve public
speaking and leadership skills by delivering prepared or
impromptu speeches in front of an audience. 725 Sixth Street NW.
$0-$20. 12:30-1:30pm. 18+. 277-8482. alibi.com/v/4ybf.

SPORTS/OUTDOOR
ALBUQUERQUE OPEN SPACE VISITOR CENTER Open Space
Advisory Board Special Meeting. Discuss the Petroglyph National
Monument Visitor use management plan. 6500 Coors NW.
1:30-3:30pm. alibi.com/v/548y.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
HILAND DANCE STUDIO Salsa Essentials: Ladies Techniques.
Focus on fundamental and essential skills necessary to become
stronger in partner dance. 7-8pm. alibi.com/v/4qo1. Also, Spin
and Turning Techniques. Develop control, strength and balance
on the dancefloor. $12. 8-9pm. 13+. alibi.com/v/4qpi. Also,
Body Movement and Isolation. Explore a variety of movements
while focusing on control, balance and strength. 130 Jackson NE.
$12. 9-10pm. 13+. 268-1558. alibi.com/v/4qqz.

NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER Cuban Salsa Casino
del Rueda Dance Classes. Beginning and intermediate dancers
learn footwork, partner skills and choreography. No experience
necessary. 1701 Fourth Street SW. $5–$10. 6pm. 13+.
246-2261. alibi.com/v/53ul.

RIO RANCHO YOGA, Rio Rancho Energetic Flow Yoga. A slow,
guided flow. 1650 Abrazo SE. $10. 5:30-6:35pm. ALL-AGES!
514-9429. alibi.com/v/54ot.

WEDNESDAY AUG 16
LEARN
NEW CITY CHURCH True North Financial Ministries: Money
Academy. A comprehensive financial course that includes training
in communication, goal-setting, building a budget, increasing
savings and eliminating debt. 6300 San Mateo. 6:30-8:30pm.
ALL-AGES! 314-3470. alibi.com/v/51nw.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
ALBUQUERQUE SHAMBHALA CENTER Open Public Sitting and
Meditation. Practice meditation with other community members.
1102 Mountain NW. 6-7pm. 717-2486. alibi.com/v/5356.

HILAND DANCE STUDIO Salsa On Two Footwork. An introduction
to a variety of footwork techniques and improve your sense of
rhythm and timing. 130 Jackson NE. $12. 7:30-8:30pm. 13+.
268-1558. alibi.com/v/4rix.

MOVE Zumba. 1100 San Mateo NE. 7-8pm. 13+. See 8/14
listing.

REMEDY DAY SPA Acroyoga Fundamentals. Learn basing, flying
and spotting techniques in partner acrobatics with a yoga
consciousness. 113 Vassar SE. $10. 6-8pm. 13+.
alibi.com/v/4wmk.

SHEPHERD OF THE VALLEY PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH Twelve
Steps for Everyone. Reliable help and support with life choices,
attitudes, and relationships from folks who are recovering and
dealing with addiction. 1801 Montano NW. Noon-1pm. ALL-AGES!
(903) 343-1654. alibi.com/v/4zgg.

THE SOURCE Prana Vinyasa Flow. An intermediate level yoga
class. 1111 Carlisle SE. $5. 5:30-6:45pm. 13+. 508-1331.
alibi.com/v/4ys5.

VESSEL HEALTH Energy Healing and Personal Health: Jin Shin
Jyutsu. Cynthia and Uzi Broshi discuss harmonizing the flow of
energy in the body. 10601 Fourth Street NW. 5:30-7pm. 18+.
828-3000. alibi.com/v/544f.

YOGASAAR Yin Restore Yoga. Focus on long-held postures to
calm the mind and increase 
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BY MAGGIE GRIMASON

S
heridan Johnson described going to the
public ceremony for Mayor Berry’s public
safety award, anticipating getting some

choice interviews from protesters, when,
unexpectedly she and her partner in
investigation, Danger K Varoz, were whisked
inside with their cameras and equipment. “We
were in there setting up next to KRQE, and
they were eyeing our logo, asking who we were
with,” Varoz recalled. “Then someone asked
me for my press credentials,” Johnson said, to
which she replied, “We don’t have any … yet.” 

Now with legit press credentials in tow
(“They’re laminated!” Varoz exclaimed), the
producers of the local television show “The
New Mexico Inquisition” settled into the
couch across from me at The Brew and over
tea detailed the mechanics of their work—a
sort of “Daily Show” that broaches state- and
city-level politics. Steadily gaining an
audience, Johnson and Varoz, along with their
team which includes writers and
correspondents Isiah Yazzie, Kevin Baca, Ann
Gora and Jason Green, have produced
monthly episodes since February. Each briefly
illumines a selection of local headlines as well
as deep dives into a feature story—these
thoroughly researched and playfully delivered
segments have covered diverse topics such as
the Santolina development on Albuquerque’s
Westside, A.R.T., legislation on panhandling,
Susana Martinez’ veto mania, fake news and,
most recently, a spike in crime that just so
happened to coincide with Mayor Berry’s
safety award. 

The show’s concept first began to take
shape in Varoz’ mind in the aftermath of the
democratic primary last year. “I was very
upset,” he said, “and I wanted to know what
somebody like me, a stand-up comic and a
political enthusiast, could do.” Soon Varoz was
connected to Johnson, who coaches a debate
team and teaches workshops on research skills.
The two balance one another out in
conversation and in the show’s direction; they
joke that if Varoz had total control of the
show, it would be more wildly inappropriate,
and if Johnson had the same degree of
command, it would just be the regular news. 

Each’s conviction, however, remains
genuine. “It is hard to get people to want to
learn things and to want to get involved. Even
people who want to get involved don’t
necessarily want to spend the time it takes to
research something. Danger and I both wanted
to make sure we were providing a platform for
information that actually impacts the people
that live here,” Johnson explained of the
show’s motives. 

While both Varoz and Johnson freely admit
to being “happy liberals,” they have strong
ethics when it comes to how they research and

ARTS | CULTURE SHOCK

The Good News
“The New Mexico Inquisition” fights injustice with jokes

deliver the content covered on “The New
Mexico Inquisition.” “I think it is important to
try to prove yourself wrong first, to see if you
can,” Johnson, who handles a significant
amount of the research, explained. “It’s not
fair to research something in order to prove a
point that you walked in having.” Varoz added:
“We find comedy by pointing out absurdity
and contrast, not by creating things that aren’t
there.” The laughs come as the result of well-
delivered jokes, yes, but also the honest-to-god
behavior of our intrepid leaders, for example, a
hilarious series on City Commissioner Lonnie
Talbert’s snack habit during public hearings
that is revealed as totally comical, but also,
when thrown into such relief, a bit
disrespectful too, particularly in the face of
community members who have come to their
leaders to speak their truths. “I really, really,
really, really wanted to make sure that
everybody knew how hungry Lonnie Talbert
was at Commission hearings,” Varoz joked,
saying that the County Commission meetings
were “shockingly hilarious for something so
mundane,” but continued on to broach more
ominous analogous topics.

“The goings on of the city and the County
Commission here—nobody’s there, and
nobody knows about them. … If we can get
more eyes on the process, then maybe we can
clean it up a bit,” Varoz said. The result is the
potential for commissioners to vote with
impunity on matters that could negatively
impact their constituents—and it doesn’t
matter, because their voters are none the wiser.
“If we can make a big stink out of it when they

vote in a way that betrays their constituents,
then maybe we can hold their feet to the fire
even just a single degree more. If we can make
even just that tiny difference, I would consider
the show a success.” Hinging on that thought,
Johnson continued, “If we can use comedy to
get a couple more eyes on it, that would be my
highest aspiration. … Things that happen here
on a local level deeply impact each and every
person. [I hope] people get engaged and stay
engaged and vote for those smaller offices, and
hold their own representatives responsible.” 

As they sift through the hours of footage
and run through the endless jokes that could
be made at someone’s expense, the team of
“The New Mexico Inquisition” explicitly aims
above the belt. “The only people we’re not
expressly good to are the people who aren’t
expressly good to New Mexico,” Johnson said,
to which Varoz was quick to interject, “and
also, we’re not a substitute for the real news.”

The teams’ commitment to revealing what
underpins important topics in our state was
palpable—and what also became evident was
that these issues have resonance throughout
the West, and even across the nation. “We’re
still feeling out what the limits are,” Varoz
said, but one thing is certain, as Johnson
crystallized so well, “If you ask the questions,
there are a lot of answers.” 

“The New Mexico Inquisition” delivers the
answers as they uncover them in monthly
installments, which are viewable on their
YouTube channel (@Open Source Comedy
Network ) and on their website at nminq.com.

a

BOOK REVIEW

BYMAGGIE GRIMASON

Isiah Yazzie, Danger K Varoz and Sheridan Johnson get the scoop on "The New Mexico Inquisition"
COURTESY OF "THE NEW MEXICO INQUISITION"

The Global Resonance of the
Stage
At the International Theatre

Institute

Iwalked into the chapel at the university and took
a seat in the back. There was a long table on the
stage with a line of people seated with
microphones and placards informing us what
country each was representing. The delegate
from Burkina Faso was standing, addressing the
crowd as the executive board and council of the
International Theatre Institute (ITI) Worldwide
began hour three of an all-day meeting known as
The General Assembly. I have never been to a UN
meeting, but this is what I imagine it is like. I was
overwhelmed, excited, proud and a little lost as
they discussed motions and committees and
voting. This was my first time attending the ITI’s
World Theatre Congress, and it was a lot to take
in. 

The convening was held in Segovia, Spain, a
lovely town just north of Madrid. I was attending
as a representative of New Mexico and Tricklock
Company. I was also a part of the Theatre
Communications Group (TCG) US delegation. TCG
is a national organization which fosters
communication among theaters in the United
States. TCG has partnered with the Laboratory
for Global Performance and Politics to create the
Global Theater Initiative which serves as the US
Center of the International Theatre Institute. It is
through my connection to TCG and the Global Lab
that I found myself in Spain. 

The congress itself is made up of 700 global
theater artists. The purpose of this particular
convening was to work on promoting peace and
mutual understanding through the performing
arts. There were workshops, discussions, panels
and performances—all of which, in their own
particular way, aim to better the world. I took
workshops in intercultural creative development
and learned new methods of teaching theater.
The artists in residence here were inspiringly
devoted to their work and believe in its power to
bring about change. I realize some folks think of
theater as simply a form of entertainment, but it
can be so much more. 

Through my work and gatherings such as
these, I have seen how theater can be
incorporated into school curriculum, helping
students to read, write, problem solve and work
successfully in groups. Theater education teaches
courage, discipline and confidence. It promotes
the exchange of diverse cultures and a certain
freedom of expression. It can be used in
vulnerable communities and for the development
of peace in conflict zones all over the world. All of
these things were discussed in Spain, and I have
observed all of them back home in Albuquerque. I
think about Blackout Theatre and their Wrinkle
Writing program or Duke City Repertory and their
Classrooms Alive! program; Keshet’s work in the
juvenile detention centers; the National Hispanic
Cultural Center’s year-round diverse performing
arts programming. For our part, Tricklock
Company is dedicated to bringing theater from
around the world to our state. We believe that
access to global performing arts teaches
compassion. It connects us and helps us to
understand one another. It humanizes global
politics. If you’ve ever been to a Revolutions
show, you have probably experienced this first
hand.

This conference reaffirmed my belief in this
work. I know that theater can open minds and
elicit kindness and understanding. I know because
it has happened to me. I will elaborate on this very
topic at TEDxABQ on Sept. 9, at Kiva Auditorium
(You can head over before you go to theAlibiFall
Crawl!) Who knows? Maybe theater really is the
path to world peace. I plan to keep working on it. 
a
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Calendar | arts & lit 

Compiled by Megan Reneau. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.

THURSDAY AUG 10
SONG & DANCE
ABQ BIOPARK BOTANIC GARDEN Summer Nights. Baskery the
Swedish alternative Americana folk rock band comprising the
three sisters Greta, Stella and Sunniva Bondesson, performs live.
2601 Central NW. 6-9pm. 768-2000. alibi.com/v/4r75.

ALBUQUERQUE MUSEUM OF ART AND HISTORY Chatter. The
chamber music ensemble showcases a dynamic set exploring
the scores of films made in New Mexico. 2000 Mountain NW.
6-7pm. ALL-AGES! 243-7255. alibi.com/v/4voe.

FILM
NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER Pelo Malo/Bad Hair.
A nine-year-old boy decides to straighten his hair for his yearbook
picture but his mother disagrees. As he becomes obsessed with
his hair, his mother finds him increasingly difficult to handle and
a showdown looms. 1701 Fourth Street SW. 7pm. 13+.
724-4771. alibi.com/v/549y.

FRIDAY AUG 11
WORDS
SOUTH BROADWAY CULTURAL CENTERWeekly Alibi Presents
Pecha Kucha Night. Local artists give a simple presentation
showing 20 images for 20 seconds and discuss how the photos
are relavent to them and their artwork. 1025 Broadway SE.
6:30-8:45pm. 848-1320. alibi.com/v/549f. See Event Horizon.

ART
ART HOUSE SANTA FE, Santa Fe Cyberbodies Opening
Reception. Artists interpret how emerging technologies can
extend, distort and disrupt the ways that bodies are viewed
as objects of desire in digital culture. Runs through 12/30.
231 Delgado. 5-7pm. 995-0231. alibi.com/v/52y3. See Event
Horizon.

EXHIBIT/208 Digital Memories in Hard Copy Opening Reception.
Multimedia artist Laila Cola Weeks presents her best works. Runs
through 9/2. 208 Broadway SE. 5-9pm. ALL-AGES! 450-6884.
alibi.com/v/53w4.

STAGE
ADOBE THEATER The Savannah Sipping Society. Four unique,
modern Southern women are drawn together by a happy accident
for an impromptu happy hour, recapturing the enthusiasm for a
life they somehow lost through the years. 9813 Fourth Street NW.
$14-$17. 7:30-9:30pm. 13+. 898-9222. alibi.com/v/53v4.

SONG & DANCE
NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER Festival Chispa. Award-
winning Afro-Cuban singer-songwriter Daymé Arocena performs
original compositions inspired by jazz, Cuban neo-soul, funk and
hip-hop. 1701 Fourth Street SW. $22-$27. 7:30pm. ALL-AGES!
724-4771. alibi.com/v/53k2.

SATURDAY AUG 12
WORDS
ALBUQUERQUE MUSEUM OF ART AND HISTORY The Milagro
Beanfield War. Discuss John Nichols’ novel following a feisty
hustler with a talent for trouble. 2000 Mountain NW. 2pm-4am.
ALL-AGES! 243-7255. alibi.com/v/51rj.

BARNES & NOBLE Never Too Old. Local author Mary Oertel-
Kirschner signs copies of her mystery novel. 6600 Menaul NE.
2pm. ALL-AGES! 883-8200. alibi.com/v/53og.

CHERRY HILLS LIBRARY Chautauqua: Ladies of the Canyon.
Lesley Poling-Kemples talks about several female writers of the
Southwest. 6901 Barstow NE. 1-2:30pm. ALL-AGES! 857-8321.
alibi.com/v/529b.

TAYLOR RANCH LIBRARY When Breath Becomes Air.
Neurosurgeon Paul Kalanithi shares his newest work chronicalling
his diagnosis of stage IV lung cancer. 5700 Bogart NW. 2-3:30pm.
897-8816. alibi.com/v/529c.

ART
METALLO GALLERY, Madrid Phylum Opening Reception. Alicia
Stewart and Ezri Horne present a body of work that serves as a
visual device to communicate identity and empathy. Runs through
9/9. 2833 State Hwy 14. 4-8pm. ALL-AGES! 471-2457.
alibi.com/v/53kw.

NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER Colcha Class. Annette
Gutierrez Turk discusses the history of this New Mexican style of
embroidery. Reservation recommended. 1701 Fourth Street SW.
$50. 9am. 13+. 238-7654. alibi.com/v/545d.

ARTS& LIT
CALENDAR

STAGE
10601 PERFORMANCE SPACE 24/7 Festival. See plays
created, rehearsed and performed within just 24 hours.
10601 Lomas NE. $5. 7pm, 9pm. 672-8648. alibi.com/v/53ss.
See Event Horizon.

ADOBE THEATER The Savannah Sipping Society. 9813 Fourth
Street NW. $14-$17. 7:30-9:30pm. 13+. See 8/11 listing.

SONG & DANCE
ALBUQUERQUE MUSEUM OF ART AND HISTORY Ladies Sing
the Blues: Brits Bring the Blues. Hear the work of British blues
rockers Eric Clapton, Jeff Beck, Jimmy Page, The Animals and the
Rolling Stones. 2000 Mountain NW. $15-$18. 7-10pm.
ALL-AGES! 255-9798. alibi.com/v/4zsb.

CONSERVATORY OF FLAMENCO ARTS Flamenco Singing Class.
Learn the art of Cante with Raul Levia. 1620 Central SE. $18-$19.
2-3pm. ALL-AGES! 242-7600. alibi.com/v/51qx.

MAPLE STREET DANCE SPACE SHIFT: Lush. A vivacious showing
of live contemporary dance for a summertime celebration of the
moving body and unabashed enjoyment of the senses.
3215 Central NE. $10. 4pm, 7pm. ALL-AGES! 934-1247.
alibi.com/v/53oc, alibi.com/v/5422.

LEARN
ALBUQUERQUE OPEN SPACE VISITOR CENTER Indo-Hispano
History and Identity in Nuevo México. UNM Professor Enrique
Lamadrid discusses Southwestern, Latin American folklore, folk
music and Chicano literature. 6500 Coors NW. 2-4pm. 897-8831.
alibi.com/v/53xk.

PETROGLYPH NATIONAL MONUMENT Rarámuri: The Foot
Runners of the Sierra Madra. Diana Molina discusses Rarámuri
culture, the impact of modern society on the lifestyle of these
natural runners and highlight the amazing expanse of their land
with stunning photographs. 6510 Western Trail NW. 2-3pm. 13+.
899-0205. alibi.com/v/4wm3.

SPECIAL COLLECTIONS LIBRARY Little Beaver Town:
Albuquerque’s Failed Version of Knott’s Berry Farm. Roland
Penttila tells the story of one of a local premier entertainment
destination. 423 Central NE. 10:30am-noon. ALL-AGES!
848-1376. alibi.com/v/529a.

FILM
SOUTH BROADWAY CULTURAL CENTER Stories of Wolves: The
Lobo Returns. Documentary film following the recovery efforts
for Mexican gray wolves which are the most endangered land
mammal in North America. Screening and question and answer
session with the director. 1025 Broadway SE. $8-$10. 7-9pm.
ALL-AGES! 288-9183. alibi.com/v/53k4. See Event Horizon.

SUNDAY AUG 13
ART
ALBUQUERQUE OPEN SPACE VISITOR CENTER Scribes Eight
Trees Closing Reception. Multi-media artists celebrate the closing
of this delightful exhibit that explores the art found within trees
and the diverse wildlife they shelter. 6500 Coors NW. 3-5pm.
897-8831. alibi.com/v/53xl.

STAGE
ADOBE THEATER The Savannah Sipping Society. 9813 Fourth
Street NW. $14-$17. 2-4pm. 13+. See 8/11 listing.

SONG & DANCE
LAS PUERTAS Chatter Sunday. J Brahms Quintet in B Minor Op.
115 performed by James Shields, Sarah Kwak, Aaron
Schwebel, Keith Hamm and Joe Johnson as well as poetry from
Mike Smith. 1512 First Street NW. $5-$15. 9:30-11:30am.
ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/52wu.

MONDAY AUG 14
WORDS
EMPIRE BOARD GAME LIBRARY The Lyin’ Dog: Wrestlin’. An
interactive game show where three storytellers tell two true stories
and one fake story and the audience votes to determine the liar.
3503 Central NE. $5. 7pm. 13+. 254-7716. alibi.com/v/5423.

WEDNESDAY AUG 16
SONG & DANCE
KIVA AUDITORIUM Live Music Fundraiser. The legendary pianist
and composer Herbie Hancock performs a special concert to
raise funds for the Espanola Valley Humane Society. 401 Second
Street NW. $41-$69. 2pm. ALL-AGES! 268-0044.
alibi.com/v/510u.

FILM
INDIAN PUEBLO CULTURAL CENTER Smoke Signals. Sherman
Alexie’s award-winning story about two young men’s quest for
identity and resolution. 2401 12th Street NW. $10. 6:30-9:30pm.
ALL-AGES! (595) 843-7270. alibi.com/v/4zjf.
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All advertised financing is conditional on approval of credit. Financing plans are provided by third parties and the providers may change from time to time. The financing plan selected affects APR and APR is disclosed in the financing documents. Deferred payment offers and “same-as-cash”
offers contain significant conditions which are disclosed in the financing documents. “Same-as-cash” financing accrues interest from the date of purchase. Interest will be waived if payment is made in full on or before the final date stipulated in the finance agreement. “No-interest” financing
requires minimum monthly payments as stipulated in the finance agreement. Interest will be charged to your account if minimum payments are not made or if the full balance is not paid by the stipulated date. Other finance plans may be offered from time to time, with conditions and charges
that are fully disclosed in the finance agreement. Customers are advised to read agreements fully before signing. All illustrations similar. "Mfg. List” is published suggested retail prices and does not necessarily reflect the selling price in the area. For comparison only. Not responsible for typo-
graphic errors. * LOW PRICE OR IT’S FREE: Item must be locally advertised in the last seven days and available in local competitor’s stock..  Must be new, undamaged merchandise, same maker, same model, same fabric/color/finish. No “as-is,” demos or closeouts. Competitor’s ad must be pre-
sented at beginning of transaction. Prior purchases excluded. (1) SAME DAY DELIVERY offered on in-stock merchandise when delivery can be completed within normal business hours. Geographic and other limitations apply. Copyright © 2016 Country Dan’s — Reproduction Prohibited

1201 S. Renaissance NE 
341-4122

Mon - Sat

9 AM to 7 PM

Sun 12-5 PM

FREE
LAYAWAY

SAME DAY
DELIVERY(1)
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LOWEST PRICE OR IT’S FREE!*

COUNTRY DAN’S — QUALITY, VALUE AND SERVICE SINCE 1974!

CHOOSE YOUR BEDROOM STYLE!

WITH

FULL SPECIAL
EDITION PLUSH!

QUEEN SUPER
PILLOW TOP!

KING SPECIAL
LUXURY FIRM!

OUR LOW 
REGULAR
PRICE: $479!

OUR LOW 
REGULAR
PRICE: $699!

OUR LOW 
REGULAR
PRICE: $749!

$369$499$599

SAVE $110!SAVE $200!SAVE $150!

$649REGULAR: $879!

BUNKY MATTRESSES
STARTING AT $99!

CHOICE
OF QUEEN

BEDS!
FREE QUEEN
BED WITH
MATTRESS
PURCHASE!

Cameron or Barclay style.

Big savings on matching

dresser and nightstand.

Receive a padded platform queen bedframe free when you purchase

the Serta Shadow Moss memory foam queen mattress, for only:
$579

Up To

50%

OFF!

SERTA
CLOSEOUT
MATTRESS
SPECIALS!

PRICES
TOO LOW
TO SHOW!
Strictly Limited To

Stock On Hand!

$149

SOLID
WOOD
BUNK
BEDS!

Frame with purchase

of bunk mattresses:

BARGAIN
PRICED
QUEEN!

$349
Serta Banning

Eurotop Mattress
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Blake’s Lotaburger
3700 Fourth Street NW
(505) 344-2521
lotaburger.com

Hours: Sun 7am-9pm, Mon-Sat 6am-9pm
Vibe: Clean, efficient and a little bit retro in red 

and white
AlibiRecommends: LOTAburger with green chile
and cheese; seasoned fries; carne adovada burrito

FOOD | RestauRant Review

BY RENÉE CHAVEZ

D
earest Readers,
We recently realized that despite our efforts to
produce excellent and interesting content in

our food section, there has been a massive
oversight in the selections we’ve made for
restaurant reviews. Weekly Alibi is about to
celebrate our 25th anniversary. Blake’s
Lotaburger is currently celebrating its 65th. Yet,
somehow, we’ve never reviewed their culinary
efforts. The time has come for us to review one of
the most iconic local eateries … finally!

Sincerely,
Weekly Alibi

On a maddening Friday night oozing with
glacially paced traffic and typical New Mexico
drivers who don’t use their blinkers, I pulled
into the Blake’s Lotaburger parking lot in a
beastly, hangry haze. I went right up to the
clean, white counter and ordered almost every
item on the dinner menu for a whopping
$26.58. The friendly young woman at the
register seemed unsure when my giggling sister
joked that I was pregnant, then laughed when
I casually added a brownie to my already hefty
order. We received our ticket, a large iced tea
and a specialty milkshake ($1.50), and sat
down at one of the bright red and white tables
to wait for our food. The shake was birthday
cake-flavored in honor of their 65th
anniversary. Topped with a dab of whipped
cream and patriotic candy confetti, it tasted
like vanilla pudding and yellow cake batter.
Sweet and yummy—like licking the beaters
when you were a kid.

Once we received our hot bags of food, we
drove into the night. At home, we dumped
out our treasure onto a table and split it like
pirates. First up was the LOTAburger combo
with green chile and cheese and a side of
seasoned French fries. That first bite was
Burqueño heaven: sour green pickles, tart
mustard, shreds of crunchy lettuce, fiery green
chile and a thin patty of ground beef. You
really can’t go wrong with a LOTAburger.
There’s a reason it has won multiple awards.
The fries were salty and delicious, and I’m
probably just preaching to the choir about this
particular entrée, so let’s move on to things I’d
never had before. 
The grilled chicken sandwich ($6.89) was

okay, if a bit bland. It consisted of a chicken
breast, mayonnaise, lettuce and tomato on a
bun. The chicken was real meat (not the
weird meat paste you get at other fast food
places) and was quite juicy, but there just
wasn’t a whole lot of flavor going on. The
onion rings that went with it were perfect—
you could hear a delicate and crackly crunch
with every bite. 

Lota Years, Lota Yum
Blake’s turns 65

as I reached in for my first burrito. The tortilla
exterior was soft, supple and warm, and my
first bite revealed it to be the #8 carne
adovada ($4.59). The bright red chile had
enough heat to tickle the back of my throat.
The chunky meat was tender and salty, and
bled its flavor into the hashbrowns. It was a
tasty, spicy, textured way to start my day.
After a few more nibbles, I set it aside and
reached into the bag again. This time, my
game of breakfast roulette produced the #7
Southwest burrito ($2.19). It was a bit smaller
than the previous wrap, but was stuffed with
ooey gooey melted cheddar, fleshy green chile,
juicy tomatoes and fluffy eggs. The bright
tomatoes brought a sweet and light element to
the relatively heavy cheese and tortilla affair.
I was also pleasantly surprised whilst gazing
upon my food to realize that the eggs were
marbled yellow and white—which means real
eggs, not the yellow soup from a carton.
Clearly, Blake’s is not into cutting corners. 
Finally, I extracted a #9 LOTA breakfast

sandwich with bacon ($3.49) and a #2 sausage
burrito with green chile ($3.89). The
sandwich had highs and lows. The bread was a
bit dry and chewy, but the bacon was textured
and tasty. The sausage burrito had green chile
in sauce form this time, and it was spicy and
juicy. The orange cheddar stretched into
melty cables stringing my mouth to the
burrito as only perfectly molten cheese can
do. The meat was light and peppery.
So there you have it. After 25 years of

waiting, we’ve now tried almost everything
Blake’s Lotaburger has to offer for about 42
bucks. What a deal—and it was a tasty
adventure to boot! a

Next up was the dish that, honestly, I was a
little scared to try. To me, chili dogs ($3.09)
simply don’t look appetizing—something
about lumpy brown gunk on a wiener just
seems to portend digestive distress. But in the
name of journalism, I closed my eyes and took
a big bite … and it was actually pretty good!
The Nathan’s-brand dog was salty and the
meaty flavor burst through the subtler notes in
the topping. The beans were firm and the
whole sauce had a pleasant spice to it. I
munched on the burger, fries and onion rings,
but surprised myself by going back repeatedly
for another bite of the chili dog. 
After digesting for about an hour, I greedily

peeled apart the plastic wrap on the Deluxe
brownie ($1.69). The treat was soft and had
chunks of chocolate on top—always a good
sign. Biting into the dark brown dessert, I was
impressed with the flavor. Rather than having
that bland, dry, this-has-a-shelf-life-of-nine-
months zest, it tasted homemade and was
more gooey than cake-y. Go figure that a
hamburger joint would have some of the best
brownies in the city.
On the following Sabbath, I went to a store

on the West Side. There was no drive-thru (I
was still in my pjs), and the interior was pink
and purple and white rather than red and
white. I felt like I was in an alternate
dimension, which is fair enough because …
you know … the West Side. Anyway, I
sleepily ordered 4 breakfast items 10 minutes
before 11am (when the breakfast menu
becomes no longer available), then drove
home to feast. The brown paper bag felt like it
weighed about 10 pounds and was piping hot

Birthday cake-flavored milkshake Top: Carne adovada burrito
Bottom: Southwest burrito

Grilled chicken sandwich and onion rings PHOTOS BY RENÉE CHAVEZ
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Brigsby Bear
Oddball indie comedy looks at the dangers of nostalgia and the joys

of fandom

BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

T
he first step in understanding the oddball
indie comedy Brigsby Bear is noticing that
it’s produced by The Lonely Island. The

viral video-making comedy trio (consisting of
Akiva Schaffer, Andy Samberg and Jorma
Taccone) kept “Saturday Night Live” afloat
through much of the early 2000s with their
digital shorts “Lazy Sunday,” “Dick In a Box,”
“I Just Had Sex,” “YOLO” and others. They
followed that up with a pair of less-than-
successful mainstream features, Hot Rod and
Popstar: Never Stop Never Stopping. With
Brigsby Bear, however, the trio scales back to
its smalltime cult comedy roots and brings in
some fellow “SNL” alumni: director Dave
McCary (who gave us “Epic Rap Battles of
History”) and actor-writer Kyle Mooney (who
contributed “420 Weed Guy” and Casey
Affleck to the sketch show’s roster). 
On the one hand, there’s a certain pleasure

to organically discovering the strange world
this film creates for itself by simply walking
into the theater cold and watching it. It’s a
charming little indie dramedy about memory
and creativity and family and really weird kids’
TV shows. And if you’re the adventurous type,
you should just go check it out. On the other
hand, most people need more than vague
assurances. If you’re one of them, you’ll have
to just read on and live with the spoilers. 
In Brigsby Bear the curly-haired, stubble-

chinned Mr. Mooney plays James, a wide-eyed
innocent of a 25-year-old. The principal
reason for James’ naivety is that he was
kidnapped as a baby and raised in an

underground bunker out in the desert by a
couple of cult-like survivalists (Mark Hamill
and Jane Adams). James’ foster parents, Ted
and April, are geniuses and try to raise James
as an intelligent young man. But they’ve also
got some nutty ideas and keep him in the dark
about the true nature of the outside world. In
fact, for the last couple of decades, James’ only
cultural touchstone has been a whacked-out
live-action kids’ show called “The Brigsby Bear
Adventures.” Brigsby is a talking bear who
goes on various low-budget adventures across
the galaxy, delivering helpful (and sometimes
strangely specific) lessons along the way.
One day James’ tightly enclosed universe

comes to a crashing end when FBI agents show
up, arrest Ted and April and return James to
his long-lost birth parents (Matt Walsh and
Michaela Watkins). For James it’s a major
culture shock: Different parents, a world not
actually irradiated by nuclear fallout and
thousands of other living, breathing human
beings. But James’ biggest problem is that he
can’t watch “Brigsby Bear” anymore. Turns out
that “Brigsby Bear” was the sole creation of his
highly imaginative adoptive father. The only
person who ever watched the show—all 700-
odd episodes—was James. 

REEL WORLD
BYDEVIN D. O’LEARY

“Brigsby Bear” traffics in an odd sort of
nostalgia. We all have cultural hallmarks from
our childhood—be they “The Flintstones,”
“Scooby-Doo,” “Thundercats,” “Animaniacs”
or “Powerpuff Girls.” But we’re able to connect
with others who share those same hallmarks.
Poor James is incapable of conversing about
anything other than “Brigsby Bear.” But no
one else knows what he’s talking about.
Unable to move on with his new life, James
decides the only way to grow up is to finish off
the adventures of Brigsby Bear by shooting his
own feature-length sequel with the help of his
new friends and family.
Even vaguely alert indie film goers will

recognize Brigsby Bear as an unapologetically
nerdy blending of Napoleon Dynamite, The
Room and Be Kind Rewind. At times,
admittedly, the film wears its quirkiness like a
$300 pair of Nikes. There’s a bit too much self-
consciousness in the dorkiness of its main
character and in the hipster profundity in his
Quixote-esque quest (which, of course, goes
viral on the internet). But the overall intent is
sincere and openhearted enough to overcome
the script familiarities and character tropes.
There’s a fairly sizable lesson here about the
dangers of living in our past, and Brigsby Bear
does a credible job navigating the sometimes
rickety territory between its out-there setup
and its warmly emotional climax. Of course, it
helps if you know what it means to be an
unabashed fanboy or fangirl (of whatever)
yourself. In which case, you may find yourself
obsessing over “Brigsby Bear” as much as this
film’s guileless, good-natured goof of a hero. a

Northern Pride
This Thursday, Aug. 10, will see the launch of the
inaugural Taos Pride Film Festival. Starting at
6:30pm at the Taos Community Auditorium (145
Paseo del Pueblo Norte), you can catch 14
international LGBT+ short films. Tickets are a
mere $6. Events, including a drag show and a
pride parade, continue throughout the weekend.
For more info go to taospride.org. 

Life in Film
Local Albuquerque filmmaker Aaron Hendren (The
Faithful and the Foul, Flicker, Psycho Bettys from
Planet Pussycat)will premiere his newest film
Pulling Push Doors at the Guild Cinema (3405
Central NE) this Saturday, Aug. 12, at 10:30pm.
The surreal comedy tells the story of a woman
named Bubblegum Teddybear (Katy Houska) who
moves to Albuquerque after the death of her
parents. Bubblegum is aware that her life is a
cheap, black-and-white movie and spends her
time living in a ghost world, rejecting the love
around her in hopes that her movie won’t have a
tragic ending. You can check out the trailer at
eggmurders.com. In addition to Hendren, the film
features local actors Jason Witter, Serouj
Bingham, Laura J. Hosek, Katie Farmin, Drew
Morrison and Joanna Furgal. Hendren and much
of his cast and crew will be on hand for the
screening. Tickets are $8 at the Guild box office.

Return of the Native
In conjunction with this year’s Santa Fe Indian
Market, the Smithsonian’s annual Native Cinema
Showcase will run Tuesday, Aug. 15, through
Sunday, Aug. 20, at the New Mexico History
Museum (113 Lincoln, Santa Fe). This nearly
week-long festival highlights the varied
contributions of Native films and filmmakers by
showcasing more than a dozen features,
documentaries and shorts collections. It starts on
Tuesday at 7pm with the opening night film,
Valerie Red-Horse Mohl’s Mankiller. This
documentary, produced by Gale Anne Hurd (The
Terminator, Aliens, “The Walking Dead”),
celebrates the life of Wilma Mankiller, the first
woman to be elected Principal Chief of the
Cherokee Nation. Thursday night at 7pm, the
museum collaborates with Sundance Institute and
PBS Distribution to screen Dolores, an insightful
documentary about workers’ rights icon Dolores
Huerta. Saturday at 8pm there will be a special
outdoor screening of Disney’s Pacific Island
animated musical Moana at the Santa Fe Railyard
Park. The showcase closes out on Sunday with
Sam Wainwright Douglas’ doc Through the
Repellent Fence: A Land Art Film,which follows
the art collective Postcommodity as they work to
construct Repellent Fence, a two-mile outdoor
artwork that straddles the US-Mexico border. All
screenings are free and open to the public. For a
complete schedule of films and times, go to
swaia.org. 

Back in Pink
Author Kevin Smokler—touring the country with
his book Brat Pack America: A Love Letter to
’80s Teen Movies and the Places They
Happened—will be returning to Albuquerque’s
Guild Cinema (3405 Central NE) on Wednesday,
Aug. 16, for a special screening of John Hughes’
1986 classic Pretty In Pink. Not only will Smokler
be talking about the film as it fits in to the writer-
director’s cinematic universe, but Hughes’ son
James Hughes will also be there to discuss his
father’s legacy. Smokler and Hughes will be
speaking at the 6pm and 8:30pm screenings. You
can reserve tickets ($8), in advance, by going to
brownpapertickets.com. a

Brigsby Bear
Directed by Dave McCary

Starring Kyle Mooney, Matt Walsh, Mark Hamill,

Jane Adams, Michaela Watkins

Rated PG-13

Opens Friday 8/11

Yup, just a perfectly normal childhood going on here.



Under”) and Angela Bassett (What’s Love Got To
Do With It) are among the cast. The show is
scheduled to air sometime in 2018.

Deadwood Not Dead?
It’s a longshot, but there’s still a chance HBO

could commit to a feature-film spinoff of David
Milch’s much-admired Shakespearian Western
“Deadwood” (2004 to 2006). Since the show
aired the last of its 36 episodes, fans have been
begging for a resolution to the ongoing storyline.
Earlier this year, series star Ian McShane
announced that Milch had submitted a two-hour
movie script to HBO. At the recent Television
Critics Association press tour, HBO’s president of
programming Casey Bloys said he’s read Milch’s
proposed script and called it “terrific.” The film’s
extensive sets were torn down when the show
stopped filming, and the large cast—most of
which are busy on other shows—would be costly
to reassemble. Nonetheless, it appears that HBO
is at least interested in considering the possibility
of a Deadwoodmovie.

you’ll Sing your Eye Out
FOX’s next live musical will be A Christmas

Story. The much-loved (and much aired) 1983
holiday film is based on the semi-
autobiographical writings of humorist Jean
Shepherd. The film was adapted into a Tony
Award-nominated stage musical in 2012. Benj
Pasek and Justin Paul—who nabbed Tony
Awards for the musical Dear Evan Hansen and
served as lyricists on the Academy Award-
winning song “City of Stars” from La La Land—
will compose several new songs for the television
event. So far, former “SNL” star Maya Rudolph is
the only announced cast member. She’ll star as
Ralphie Parker’s mother. The musical will air live
Sunday, Dec. 17, on FOX. a

Space is the Place
National Geographic Channel has committed

to a rebooted miniseries version Tom Wolfe’s
nonfiction novelThe Right Stuff. The story was
previously turned into an Academy Award-
winning 1983 movie of the same name, which
would seem like a tough act to follow up on. The
series is being produced, however, by superstar
actor Leonardo DiCaprio. The network is
planning on several seasons, each of which will
focus on a different NASA mission. The first
season is expected to be set during the Cold War
and will follow America’s race to put men into
space. No word on whether Leo will grace the
space race with his face.

Vamp It Up
Stephenie Meyer, who gave the world the

sparkly teenage vampires of Twilight, is also
moving into television. The author is serving as
executive producer on “The Rook” for Starz. The
show is described as a “supernatural spy thriller”
about a woman who works for a secret British
government agency protecting the world from
paranormal threats. The series is based on the
2012 novel by Australian writer Daniel O’Malley.
“The Rook” was originally set to air on Hulu, but
has since migrated to Starz. The series is expected
to debut sometime in 2018.

Emergency Call
Prolific creators Ryan Murphy and Brad

Falchuck (“Popular,” “Nip/Tuck,” “Glee,”
“American Horror Story,” “Scream Queens,”
“American Crime Story,” “Feud”) are producing a
new drama called “9-1-1” for FOX television. The
procedural drama follows the high-pressure
experiences of police, paramedics and firefighters
in the wake of the critical question, “9-1-1, what’s
your emergency?” Peter Krause (“Six Feet
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as charged), you should be very excited
for this reboot of Disney’s duck-based
adventure series. It’s heavily
modernized and the animation style is
slightly different—but that’s David
Tennant as Scrooge McDuck and
Danny Pudi, Ben Schwartz and Bobby
Moynihan as Huey, Dewey and Louie.
Other voice cast members include Kate
Micucci, Paul F. Tompkins, Jim Rash,
Lin-Manuel Miranda, Margo Martindale
and Allison Janney! You can’t miss it.
Literally. The hourlong pilot episode is
airing continuously for the next 48
hours.

SATURDAY 12

“Orphan Black” (BBC America 8pm)
For five season’s this sci-fi series has
been an addictive weekly watch
(thanks, largely, to the double-time-
and-a-half work of star Tatiana
Maslany). Tonight, the clone wars come
to an end with Sarah (Maslany), Alison
(Maslany), Cosima (Maslany), Helena
(Maslany), Rachel (Maslany) and a few
other survivors (also Maslany) taking
on the Neolutionists in a final, winner-
take-all battle.

SUNDAY 13

“Teen Choice 2017” (KRQEDT2 7pm) Is
it really a choice, teens, if you just keep
giving all the awards to One Direction,
Justin Bieber, Taylor Swift and Miley
Cyrus? (Those four entities have 92
Teen Choice Awards between them.)

“Get Shorty” (Epix 8pm) Chris O’Dowd
(“The IT Crowd”) takes over for John
Travolta in this reimagining of the 1995

movie (and the 1990 novel
before it) about a crime family
“fixer” who shows up in LA and
teams up with a starry-eyed
screenwriter.

“Reunion Road Trip: Return to the
Jersey Shore” (E! 12am) The
cast of “Jersey Shore”—no doubt
looking like dollar store beef jerky
these days—reunite for a new
“docuseries” (yeah, right).

MONDAY 14

“I Hart Food” (Food Network 8pm)
“My Drunk Kitchen” creator
Hannah Hart ditches YouTube for
basic cable. It’s just another
travel-and-eat show, but Hart is
hilarious, and she has the good
taste to start off in Santa Fe.

TUESDAY 15

“Haunted Towns” (Destination
America 8pm)Why bother with
lame old haunted houses when
you can do like the Tennessee
Wraith Chasers and ghostbust
entire towns?

WEDNESDAY 16

“Marlon” (KOB-4 8pm)Marlon
Wayans plays some dude named
Marlon who’s a dad to some kids
he fathered. How does Hollywood
come up with all this crazy stuff?

“Growing Up Supermodel”
(Lifetime 8:02pm) Surprisingly,
having rich, famous supermodels
as parents isn’t the social stigma
it used to be.  a

THURSDAY 10

“First In Human” (Discovery 7pm) This
documentary series profiles the
National Institute of Health’s famed
Building 10, the largest hospital in the
world dedicated to medical research.
Meet the brilliant minds and brave
(some might say crazy) test subjects
participating in the first human
clinical trials of various experimental
treatments.

FRIDAY 11

“Atypical” (Netflix streaming anytime)
This ... let’s say “atypical” sitcom
introduces us to autistic high school
senior Sam (Keir Gilchrist) and his
parents (Jennifer Jason Leigh, Michael
Rapaport) as they try to get through
this thing called life.

“Son of Sam: The Killer Speaks”
(KRQE-13 9pm)We were all so busy
marking the 20th anniversary of
Princess Diana’s death, we almost
forgot to celebrate the 40th
anniversary of serial killer David
Berkowitz’ capture by the NYPD.

“DuckTales” (Disney XD 10pm) If you
spent an inordinate amount of the
’90s watching cartoons on TV (guilty

TV News
Televised tidbits from around the dial
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everything that can go wrong does go wrong, leaving our
music-loving wheelman to put pedal to metal and escape.
It’s more fun than original, but it works. Reviewed in v26 i27.
113 minutes. R. (Century 14 Downtown, Cottonwood
Stadium 16, Century Rio)

The Big Sick
Comedian Kumail Nanjiani (“Silicon Valley”) and his wife
wrote this unusual romantic comedy based on their own
fractured path to a relationship. Nanjiani stars as a Pakistani-
American dodging his old school parents’ attempts to land
him an arranged marriage. He meets and falls in love with the
perfect (Caucasian) gal (Zoe Kazan), but she unexpectedly
falls into a medical coma. Oddly enough, this causes him to
meet and bond with her parents (Holly Hunter and Ray
Romano). It sounds like serious stuff—and in parts it’s
brimming with well-earned emotions—but it’s also really
funny. This is about as well-written and well-acted as rom-
coms get. 119 minutes. R. (Century Rio, High Ridge,
Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Cars 3
This time around Lightning McQueen (Owen Wilson) is the
old-timer, trying to prove, one last time, that he can compete
against a new generation of high-tech race cars (who talk, of
course). Real-life racer Darrell Waltrip contributes a voice as
“Darrell Cartrip.” That’s funny. Is that funny? I can’t tell
anymore. This sentimental trip around the track is a damn
sight better than the last sequel. Reviewed in v26 i25. 109
minutes. G. (Cottonwood Stadium 16)

The Dark Tower
Stephen King’s epic dark fantasy series (eight books, a few
short stories and some comics) gets loosely adapted with
this long-in-development flick that ended up in the lap of
Danish director Nikolaj Arcel (Truth About Men, A Royal Affair).
Idris Elba is a supernatural gunslinger locked in eternal battle
with the Man in Black (Matthew McConaughey), trying to stop
him from destroying the Dark Tower, a mystical object that
holds all universes together. Or something like that. Basically
all the books are mashed together here in an attempt to tell
one quick story. Fans are likely to be disappointed. 95
minutes. PG-13. (Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio, Flix
Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere
Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Despicable Me 3
Poor, misunderstood mad scientist Gru (Steve Carell) tried to
go legit in the last Despicable Me movie, but this newest
animated outing finds him fired from his job as a superspy. A
timely reunion with his long-lost (and incredibly successful)
twin brother has him plotting one last villainous heist (with
the help of his minions, of course). 90 minutes. PG. (Century
Rio, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Detroit
Amid the chaos of the 1967 Detroit Riots, director Kathryn
Bigelow and writer Mark Boal (who worked together on The
Hurt Locker and Zero Dark Thirty) zero in on the intimate true
story of the Algiers Motel incident. There, three young African
American men were murdered and nine others were badly
beaten by members of the riot task force. John Boyega (Star
Wars: The Force Awakens) stars in this blistering, single-set
look at modern history. 143 minutes. R. (Century 14
Downtown, Century Rio, Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas
Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood
Stadium 16)

Dunkirk
Writer-director Christopher Nolan (Interstellar, Inception, The
Dark Knight trilogy) offers the finest film of his already
impressive career with this epic yet intimate war story about
the evacuation of Dunkirk, France during World War II. Nolan’s
ingenious script spins three stories at once, taking us to a
week before the evacuation, a day before the evacuation and
an hour before the evacuation. First, a terrified soldier tries to
get off the bloody beach in France. Second, a fleet of ragtag
private boats sets out from England to rescue the stranded
army. Finally, a dedicated pilot runs a last-minute mission
over the English Channel. As the time-fractured stories
progress, they crash, successively, into one another. The result
is a visceral, nerve-shredding and ultimately stirring portrait
of the fear, chaos and heroism that surrounds war. Reviewed
in v26 i29. 106 minutes. PG-13. (Century Rio, Century 14
Downtown, Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio
Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16, High
Ridge)

The Emoji Movie
Hey, what if the emojis on your phone were, like, real and
lived in a city called, I don’t know, Textopolis or something?
Hah! I mean, can you imagine the sort of crazy conversations
that the “eggplant” emoji would have with the “thumbs up”
emoji? LOL! It’s just ... It’s like ... Ah, hell I blame millennials
for this crap. Speaking of which, Patrick Stewart plays the
“poop” emoji. It’s a bad time to be alive, people. 86 minutes.
PG. (Century Rio, Century 14 Downtown, Icon Cinemas
Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood
Stadium 16)

A Ghost Story
Casey Affleck stars (sort of—he barely talks or shows his face)
in this really odd indie drama about a guy who dies and
starts haunting his house as a ghost with an ironic white
sheet over his head. It’s supposed to be poignant and
melancholy (which it is, in the extreme), but it’s also
incredibly boring. Affleck basically stands around the house

OPENING THIS WEEK

13 Minutes
Oliver Hirschbiegel (Downfall, The Experiment) directs this
historical drama about Georg Elser, who in 1939 attempted
to assassinate Adolf Hitler by planting a bomb designed to
kill Der Fuhrer during a public speech. In a tragic bit of bad
timing, however, Elser missed the Nazi leader by a mere 15
minutes. After he is arrested while fleeing the country, Elser
(Christian Friedel, The White Ribbon) recalls (under torture,
anyway) the events that led up to the plot and his reasons for
taking such drastic action. 114 minutes. R. (Opens Friday
8/11 at High Ridge)

Animal Crackers
This 1930 outing is one of the Marx Brothers’ zanier films.
There’s a fancy party, a missing painting and a song about
Captain Spaulding. But it isn’t about the plot, of course. It’s
all about the bits. And there are some classics here: There’s
the Chico/Harpo “gimme a flash” routine, there’s the
Zeppo/Groucho “take a letter” bit, and there’s a running joke
(stolen from Eugene O’Neill’s stage play Strange Interlude)
involving Groucho’s endless asides to the audience. A riot in
every sense of the word. 97 minutes. G. (Opens Saturday
8/12 at Guild Cinema)

Annabelle: Creation
The ugly, haunted doll from Annabelle and The Conjuring gets
another spinoff movie. This one reveals the doll’s secret origin
story—which you’ve all, no doubt, been clamoring for. It
involves a heartbroken dollmaker, a bunch of homeless
orphans, a nun or two and some sort of demon, I guess. But
mostly it involves a doll in a dark bedroom turning its head
and people screaming. The script is silly, but director David F.
Sandberg (Lights Out) conjures up a few old-fashioned,
jump-out-and-go-boo! frights. 109 minutes. R. (Opens
Thursday 8/10 at Century Rio, Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas
Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Century 14
Downtown, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Batman and Harley Quinn
In DC’s latest animated movie, Batman and Nightwing team
up with the Joker’s sometimes-girlfriend Harley Quinn to stop
a global threat brought about by plant-loving Poison Ivy. Kevin
Conroy (“Batman: The Animated Series”) voices our caped
crusader, while Melissa Rauch (“The Big Bang Theory”) tries
her hand at Harley Quinn. 74 minutes. PG-13. (Opens
Monday 8/14 at Century Rio, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

The Blind Boys of Alabama: How Sweet
the Sound: 
This musical documentary recounts how The Blind Boys of
Alabama met in the 1930s at a segregated state-run
vocational school. Since then, of course, these friends have
been making sweet music as the last of the great Gospel
quartets. 89 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Tuesday 8/15 at Guild
Cinema)

Bonnie and Clyde
Warren Beatty and Faye Dunaway star in Arthur Penn’s bloody
1967 biopic about bank-robbing lovers-on-the-run Clyde
Barrow and Bonnie Parker. It doesn’t end well for the duo, but
the film was nominated for 10 Oscars. It’s back in theaters in
time for its 50th anniversary. 111 minutes. R. (Opens Sunday
8/13 at Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio)

E.T. The Extra-Terrestrial
Steven Spielberg’s sci-fi smash seems like an awfully simple
little parable in this day and age, but little kids who weren’t
even born when this thing came out are sure to feel
Spielberg’s gift for magic. Reviewed in v11 i13. 115 minutes.
(Thursday 8/17 at Flix Brewhouse)

Fairy Tail: The Movie—Dragon Cry
In this new anime movie, based on the popular manga by
Hiro Mashima, teenage wizard Natsu Dragneel and his friends
travel to the island kingdom of Stella, where they reveal dark
secrets, fight new enemies and once again save the world
from destruction. English dubbed and Japanese with English
subtitled versions are being screened. 85 minutes. Unrated.
(Opens Monday 8/14 at Century Rio)

Footloose (1984)
A young Kevin Bacon stars in this 1984 fave about a big city
kid who ends up in a podunk town where dancing is banned.
Naturally, he tries to date the preacher’s daughter (Lori
Singer) and organize a high school prom. 107 minutes. PG.
(Opens Tuesday 8/15 at Flix Brewhouse)

The Glass Castle
Jeannette Walls’ award-winning memoir about growing up in a
dysfunctional, poverty-stricken family of nonconformist
nomads comes to life with Brie Larson as the adult Walls.
Woody Harrelson plays her alcoholic father and Naomi Watts
is her eccentric artist mother. 127 minutes. PG-13. (Opens
Thursday 8/10 at Century Rio, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque,
Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Century 14 Downtown, High
Ridge)

An Inconvenient Sequel: Truth to Power
A decade after his Oscar-winning documentary debuted, Al
Gore returns to remind us how screwed the environment is—
but also how close we are to a real energy revolution. 98

minutes. PG. (Opens Thursday 8/10 at Century Rio, Century
14 Downtown, High Ridge)

Mune: Guardian of the Moon
In this French, 3D computer-animated feature, a shy young
faun is appointed Guardian of the Moon. But a jealous rival
kicks off a revenge scheme that could jeopardize both the
moon and the sun. Rob Lowe, Ed Helms, Christian Slater,
Patton Oswalt and Jeff Dunham provide the English voice
dubbing on this imaginative, mythopoetic fantasy. 86
minutes. PG. (Opens Saturday 8/12 at Century Rio)

Nene Raju Nene Mantri
This Indian political thriller (title translation: I’m the King and
I’m the Minister) stars Rana Daggubati (Baahubali) as a
politician who becomes a “messiah to the masses.” In Telugu
with English subtitles. 152 minutes. Unrated. (Opens
Thursday 8/10 at Century 14 Downtown)

The Nut Job 2: Nutty By Nature
In this sequel to the mild 2014 cartoon hit, an angry squirrel
and his city park pals must unite to stop the city’s mayor
from destroying their home and replacing it with an
amusement park. Will Arnett, Katherine Heigl, Maya Rudolph,
Peter Stormare, Bobby Cannavale, Jeff Dunham and Gabriel
Iglesias provide voices. Jackie Chan is a mouse. 91 minutes.
PG. (Opens Thursday 8/10 at Century Rio, Flix Brewhouse,
Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema,
Century 14 Downtown, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

RiffTrax Live: Doctor Who—The Five
Doctors
Comedians Michael J. Nelson, Kevin Murphy and Bill Corbett
of “Mystery Science Theater 3000” fame go full nerd, making
fun of this special, feature-length episode of “Doctor Who”
from 1983 featuring five (count ‘em, five!) incarnations of
the famed time traveler. 120 minutes. PG-13. (Opens
Thursday 8/17 at Century 14 Downtown)

Soul On a String
Chinese filmmaker Zhang Yang (Shower, Getting Home)
helms this epic, Buddhist action movie about a killer
swordsman entrusted with a sacred mission. Set entirely in
ancient Tibet, the film follows a renegade trying to return a
stolen relic to a holy mountain. Along the way, he’s killed by
lightning and resurrected by a sympathetic monk with a
ragtag band of followers. In Tibetan with English subtitles.
142 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Friday 8/11 at Guild Cinema)

Stripes
Bill Murray, John Candy and Harold Ramis star in this 1981
comedy about a group of dissatisfied friends who quit their
jobs to join the army. You’d better believe hijinks ensue. 106
minutes. R. (Opens Wednesday 8/16 at Flix Brewhouse)

Swim Team
Documentarian Lara Stolman chronicles the struggles and
triumphs of three young athletes with autism who—with the
help of some caring parents—form a Special Olympics swim
team. 90 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Thursday 8/17 at Guild
Cinema)

Time Bandits
Monty Python alum Terry Gilliam emerged as a master
fantasist when he wrote and directed this much-loved 1981
adventure in which a young boy accidentally joins a band of
thieving dwarves on a romp though time. Cameos include
John Cleese, Michael Palin, Sean Connery, Shelley Duvall,
Katherine Helmond, Ian Holm and David Warner. 110
minutes. PG. (Opens Sunday 8/13 at Flix Brewhouse)

Weird Science
In this goofy, good-natured 1985 comedy from John Hughes,
a pair of high school nerds (Anthony Michael Hall and Ilan
Mitchell-Smith) set out to create the perfect woman
(embodied by Kelly LeBrock) on their home computer. 94
minutes. PG-13. (Opens Monday 8/14 at Flix Brewhouse)

STILL PLAYING

Atomic Blonde
Charlize Theron stars as a rough-and-tumble British spy sent
to Berlin during the Cold War in this gorgeously
choreographed shoot-’em-up. Seems the Berlin Wall is about
to come down, and our gal has got find out who’s murdering
double agents as the superpowers shift. Unwilling to trust
anyone, she reluctantly teams with MI6’s Berlin station agent
(James McAvoy). John Goodman, Sofia Boutella and Toby
Jones costar. This one’s based on Antony Johnston and Sam
Hart’s obscure 2012 graphic novel The Coldest City. 115
minutes. R. (Century Rio, Century 14 Downtown, Flix
Brewhouse, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood
Stadium 16)

Baby Driver
Edgar Wright (Shaun of the Dead, Hot Fuzz) writes and
directs this fast-paced, music-filled crime thriller which
demonstrates a healthy love for the gritty car chase dramas
of the 1970s (and a stylistic awe of the cracked-out Quentin
Tarantino/Doug Liman/Guy Ritchie crime flicks of the ’90s).
Ansel Elgort (Divergent, Insurgent, Allegiant) stars as an
obsessive young getaway driver who gets coerced into
working “one last job” for nasty crime boss (Kevin Spacey)
before he can ride off into the sunset with his ladylove (Lily
James from “Downton Abbey” and Cinderella). Naturally,

and stares silently at his sad wife (Rooney Mara). That’s
pretty much it. There are some viewers out there who will dig
this film’s close-mouthed, Terrence Malick-esque profundity,
but it’s a very limited audience. Reviewed in v26 i30. 92
minutes. R. (High Ridge)

Girls Trip
A collection of lifelong gal-pals (Regina Hall, Queen Latifah,
Jada Pinkett Smith, Tiffany Haddish) heads to New Orleans
and the annual Essence Festival (if you’re black, you may
know what that is) for one last, raunchy road trip full of
dancing, drinking, brawling and full-frontal nudity. (Guy nudity,
mind you. Comedies don’t have naked women anymore.)
Malcolm D. Lee (The Best Man, Scary Movie 5, Barbershop:
The Next Cut) directs. R. (Century Rio, Century 14 Downtown,
Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema,
Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Kidnap
It’s now an unwritten rule in Hollywood that when tough guy
actors reach a certain age, they’re given the option of starring
in one of those Taken knock-offs in which their daughter gets
kidnapped and they stop at nothing to exact bloody revenge
on the kidnappers. While letting Halle Berry in on some of
that sweet action isn’t what you’d call original, it at least
counts as some sort of gender parity. This one’s been sitting
on the shelf since 2014. 94 minutes. R. (Century 14
Downtown, Century Rio, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio
Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Lady Macbeth
This down-and-dirty BBC costume drama is based on the
novella Lady Macbeth of Mtsensk by Nikolai Leskov.
Mesmerizing newcomer Florence Pugh stars as a young
woman married off to a middle-aged coal magnate in mid-
19th century England. Abandoned by her cruel husband, our
heroine takes up with a lusty stablehand (musician-turned-
actor Cosmo Jarvis). But when complications threaten to
curtail her newfound freedom, she learns to manipulate and
abuse those around her in order to get what she wants.
Reviewed in v26 i31. 89 minutes. R. (High Ridge)

Landline
Writer-director Gillian Robespierre and comedienne-actress
Jenny Slate reunite after 2014’s well-received Obvious Child.
This family dramedy is less original and not quite as edgy, but
it’s got its moments. Slate stars as a women mired in a
boringly conventional relationship with her fiancé (Jay
Duplass). When her free-spirited teenage sister (Abby Quinn)
shows up with shaky proof that their dad (John Turturro) is
cheating on their mom (Edie Falco), the girls turn into
amateur Nancy Drews in NYC. The nostalgia is sweet (the film
is set in 1995), and the laughs are raunchy. But Robespierre
doesn’t yet have the storytelling skills of genre compatriots
Lisa Cholodenko (The Kids Are All Right), Nicole Holofcener
(Enough Said) or Noah Baumbach (The Squid and the
Whale). 97 minutes. R. (High Ridge)

Lost in Paris
French actor Dominique Abel and Australian actress Fiona
Gordon team up to write, direct and star in this Buster
Keaton-esque slapstick romp. Gordon is a naive librarian in
Paris to visit her myopic Aunt Martha. Catastrophe ensues,
thanks largely to Dom (Abel), a homeless man who can’t help
expressing every emotion and thought that comes to mind.
The film is less about story and more about an endless,
inventive string of sight gags and physical humor. It’s
whimsical, lightweight stuff, but Abel and Gordon are a sight
to behold. 83 minutes. Unrated. (High Ridge)

Maudie
Sally Hawkins (Blue Jasmine) and Ethan Hawke (Boyhood)
star in this biopic about Maud Lewis, a crippled Nova Scotia
woman who worked as a housekeeper while honing her skills
as an artist. Eventually, she became a celebrated outsider
artist. A mild, female variation on My Left Foot, this intimate,
warmly romantic two-hander finds the leads coming together
as middle-aged eccentrics in 1930s Canada. 115 minutes.
PG-13. (High Ridge)

Pretty In Pink
John Hughes, king of the ’80s teen comedy, was on a roll
when he penned this 1986 classic. Molly Ringwald is cute
personified as the poor everygirl who just wants to go to prom
with rich but sensitive playboy Blane (Andrew McCarthy). But
what about nerdy childhood pal/secret stalker Duckie (Jon
Cryer)? Don’t worry, he’ll get a sitcom with Charlie Sheen
when he grows up. 96 minutes. PG-13. (Guild Cinema)

Rough Night
In this raunchy comedy, a bunch of wild and crazy gals
(Scarlett Johansson, Jillian Bell, Zoë Kravitz, Ilana Glazer, Kate
McKinnon) accidentally kill the stripper they hired for a
bachelorette party. (Manslaughter is funny!) They spend the
rest of the wacky night dragging the body around trying to
cover up their heinous crime and—you know—bonding. Think
The Hangover crossed with Weekend at Bernie’s. 101
minutes. R. (Century Rio)

Spider-Man: Homecoming
After the successful events of Captain America: Civil War,
Columbia (who retains rights to Marvel’s Spider-Man) plays
nice with Disney to collaborate on this rebooted version of
the web-slinging hero. (Andrew Garfield, we hardly knew ye.)
Tom Holland (In the Heart of the Sea, The Lost City of Z) stars
as high school genius/newbie superhero Peter Parker/Spider-
Man, caught in a war between high-tech heavyweights Tony
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AMC ALBUQUERQUE 12
3810 Las Estancias SW • 348-0810

Please check alibi.com/filmtimes for films and times.

CENTURY 14 DOWNTOWN
100 Central SW • 1 (800) 326-3264 ext. 943#

RiffTrax Live: Doctor Who—The Five Doctors Thu 7:00
Annabelle: Creation Fri-Sun 11:15am, 2:05, 4:55, 7:45,
10:35; Mon-Thu 11:00am, 1:55, 4:50, 8:00

Nene Raju Nene Mantri Fri-Sat 9:00
An Inconvenient Sequel: Truth to Power Fri-Sun 11:45am,
2:15, 4:45, 7:15, 9:45; Mon-Thu 11:45am, 2:15, 4:45, 7:15

The Glass Castle Fri-Sun 10:55am, 1:50, 4:50, 7:50, 10:50;
Mon-Thu 10:55am, 1:50, 4:50, 7:50

The Nut Job 2: Nutty By Nature 3D Fri-Thu 4:45
The Nut Job 2: Nutty By Nature Fri-Sun 11:55am, 2:20, 7:10,
9:40; Mon 11:55am, 2:20, 7:10

War for the Planet of the Apes Fri-Sun 1:15, 4:25, 7:35,
10:45; Mon-Wed 1:15, 4:25, 7:35; Thu 12:30, 3:40

Kidnap Fri-Sun 12:30, 2:55, 5:20, 7:40, 10:10; Mon-Thu
12:30, 2:55, 5:20, 7:40

Detroit Fri-Sun 1:05, 4:20, 7:35, 10:45; Mon-Wed 1:05, 4:20,
7:35; Thu 12:25, 3:40

The Dark Tower Fri-Sun 12:00, 2:30, 5:00, 7:30, 10:00; Mon-
Thu 12:00, 2:30, 5:00, 7:30

The Emoji Movie 3D Fri-Sun 9:35
The Emoji Movie Fri-Thu 11:20am, 1:40, 4:15, 7:00
Atomic Blonde Fri-Sun 11:25am, 2:10, 5:05, 7:50, 10:35;
Mon-Wed 11:25am, 2:10, 5:05, 7:50; Thu 11:25am, 2:10

Bonnie and Clyde Sun 2:00, 7:00; Wed 2:00, 7:00
Girls Trip Fri-Sun 11:00am, 1:55, 4:50, 8:00, 10:50; Mon-Thu
11:00am, 1:55, 4:50, 8:00

Dunkirk Fri-Sun 11:05am, 1:45, 4:40, 7:25, 10:20; Mon-Thu
11:05am, 1:45, 4:40, 7:25

Baby Driver Fri-Sat 11:10am, 2:05, 4:55, 7:55, 10:40; Sun
11:10am, 10:40; Mon-Tue 11:10am, 2:05, 4:55, 7:55; Wed
11:10am; Thu 11:10am, 2:05

Wonder Woman Fri-Sat 12:50, 4:00; Sun 12:50, 4:00, 7:20,
10:30; Mon-Thu 12:50, 4:00, 7:20

CENTURY RIO
I-25 & Jefferson • 1 (800) 326-3264

The Nut Job 2: Nutty By Nature 3D Fri-Thu 12:00, 5:00
The Nut Job 2: Nutty By Nature Fri-Thu 9:30am, 2:30, 7:30,
10:00

Mune: Guardian of the Moon Sat 12:55
An Inconvenient Sequel: Truth to Power Fri-Thu 11:10am,
1:50, 4:30, 7:10, 9:50

The Glass Castle Fri-Thu 9:45am, 12:50, 3:55, 7:00, 10:05
Fairy Tail: The Movie—Dragon Cry Mon (English subtitled)
7:00; Wed (English dubbed) 7:00

Bonnie and Clyde Sun 2:00, 7:00; Wed 2:00, 7:00
Batman and Harley Quinn Mon 7:30
Annabelle: Creation Fri-Sat 10:20am, 11:15am, 12:10, 1:10,
2:05, 3:00, 4:00, 4:55, 5:50, 6:50, 7:45, 8:40, 9:40, 10:00,
10:35, 11:30; Sun 10:20am, 11:15am, 12:10, 1:10, 2:05,
3:00, 4:00, 4:55, 5:50, 6:50, 7:45, 8:40, 9:40, 10:00,
10:35; Mon-Thu 10:20am, 11:15am, 12:10, 1:10, 2:05,
3:00, 4:00, 4:55, 5:50, 6:50, 7:45, 8:40, 9:40, 10:35

Kidnap Fri-Wed 11:55am, 2:30, 5:05, 7:40, 10:15; Thu call for
showtimes

Detroit Fri-Sun 12:25, 3:45, 7:05, 10:25; Mon 12:25, 3:45,
10:25; Tue 12:25, 3:45, 7:05, 10:25; Wed 12:25, 3:45,
10:25; Thu call for showtimes

The Dark Tower Fri-Sat 10:00am, 11:20am, 12:40, 2:00, 3:20,
4:40, 6:00, 7:20, 8:40, 10:00, 11:20; Sun-Wed 10:00am,
11:20am, 12:40, 2:00, 3:20, 4:40, 6:00, 7:20, 8:40, 10:00;
Thu call for showtimes

Atomic Blonde Fri-Wed 10:45am, 1:40, 4:35, 7:35, 10:25; Thu
call for showtimes

The Emoji Movie Fri-Wed 11:40am, 2:10, 4:40, 7:10, 9:40;
Thu call for showtimes

Dunkirk Fri 9:30am, 10:50am, 12:15, 1:35, 2:55, 4:20, 5:45,
7:05, 8:30, 9:50, 11:15; Sat 9:30am, 10:50am, 1:35, 4:20,
5:45, 7:05, 8:30, 9:50, 11:15; Sun 9:30am, 10:50am, 1:35,
4:20, 7:05, 9:50; Mon 9:30am, 10:50am, 12:15, 1:35,
2:55, 4:20, 7:05, 9:50; Tue 9:30am, 10:50am, 12:15, 1:35,
2:55, 4:20, 5:45, 7:05, 8:30, 9:50; Wed 9:30am, 10:50am,
1:35, 4:20, 7:05, 9:50; Thu call for showtimes

Valerian and the City of a Thousand Planets Fri-Wed 12:35,
7:15; Thu call for showtimes

Valerian and the City of a Thousand Planets 3D Fri-Tue 3:50,
10:30; Wed 4:00, 10:30; Thu call for showtimes

Girls Trip Fri-Sat 10:30am, 12:00, 1:30, 3:00, 4:30, 6:00, 7:30,
9:00, 10:30, 12:01am; Sun-Wed 10:30am, 12:00, 1:30,
3:00, 4:30, 6:00, 7:30, 9:00, 10:30; Thu call for showtimes

Rough Night Fri-Wed 9:55; Thu call for showtimes
War for the Planet of the Apes Fri-Wed 12:40, 4:00, 7:20,
10:40; Thu call for showtimes

The Big Sick Fri-Wed 9:50am, 12:50, 3:50, 6:50; Thu call for
showtimes

Spider-Man: Homecoming Fri-Wed 9:40am, 12:55, 4:10,
7:25, 10:40; Thu call for showtimes

Despicable Me 3 Fri-Sun 11:25am, 1:55, 4:25, 6:55; Mon-Wed

11:25am, 1:55, 4:25, 6:55, 9:25; Thu call for showtimes
Baby Driver FFri-Wed 10:35am, 1:30, 4:25, 7:25, 10:20; Thu
call for showtimes

Wonder Woman Fri-Wed 12:35, 3:55, 7:15, 10:35; Thu call for
showtimes

COTTONWOOD STADIUM 16
Cottonwood Mall • 897-6858

Batman and Harley Quinn Mon 7:30
The Nut Job 2: Nutty By Nature 3D Fri-Thu 4:45
The Nut Job 2: Nutty By Nature Fri-Thu 11:35am, 2:15, 7:15,
10:00

Annabelle: Creation Fri-Thu 11:10am, 2:00, 4:50, 6:45, 7:45,
9:40, 10:40

Kidnap Fri-Mon 12:00, 2:25, 4:50, 7:45, 10:10; Tue-Thu call for
showtimes

Detroit Fri-Mon 11:45am, 3:25, 7:00, 10:20; Tue-Thu call for
showtimes

The Dark Tower Fri-Mon 11:30am, 2:10, 4:40, 7:20, 9:55; Tue-
Thu call for showtimes

Atomic Blonde Fri-Mon 11:15am, 2:05, 4:55, 7:50, 10:45;
Tue-Thu call for showtimes

The Emoji Movie Fri-Mon 11:30am, 2:05, 4:40, 7:20, 10:00;
Tue-Thu call for showtimes

Girls Trip Fri-Mon 11:50am, 3:30, 6:50, 10:15; Tue-Thu call for
showtimes

Valerian and the City of a Thousand Planets Fri-Mon
11:25am, 2:55, 6:30, 9:55; Tue-Thu call for showtimes

Dunkirk Fri-Mon 12:30, 4:00, 7:30, 10:30; Tue-Thu call for
showtimes

The Big Sick Fri-Mon 3:40, 10:20; Tue-Thu call for showtimes
War for the Planet of the Apes Fri-Mon 12:00, 3:30, 7:10,
10:35; Tue-Thu call for showtimes

Spider-Man: Homecoming Fri-Mon 12:10, 3:40, 7:05, 10:25;
Tue-Thu call for showtimes

Despicable Me 3 Fri-Mon 11:25am, 2:00, 4:30, 7:00, 9:30;
Tue-Thu call for showtimes

Cars 3 Fri-Mon 12:20am, 3:20; Tue-Thu call for showtimes
Baby Driver Fri-Sun 12:30, 6:55; Mon 12:30; Tue-Thu call for
showtimes

Wonder Woman Fri-Mon 12:05, 3:35, 7:05, 10:30; Tue-Thu call
for showtimes

FLIX BREWHOUSE
3236 La Orilla NW • 445-8500

The Nut Job 2: Nutty By Nature Fri-Sat 12:00, 3:30, 4:30,
6:15, 10:15; Sun-Mon 12:00, 3:45, 4:45, 6:45, 10:15; Tue
12:00, 3:30, 4:30, 6:15, 10:15; Wed-Thu 12:00, 3:45, 4:45,
6:45, 10:15

Annabelle: Creation Fri 1:00, 4:00, 7:00, 8:15, 9:00; Sat
12:45, 4:00, 7:00, 8:15, 9:00; Sun 1:00, 4:00, 7:00, 8:15,
10:00; Mon 1:00, 4:00, 7:00, 8:15, 9:45; Tue 1:00, 4:00,
6:45, 9:00; Wed 1:00, 4:00, 7:00, 8:15, 10:15; Thu 1:00,
4:00, 7:00, 8:15, 10:00

Time Bandits Sun 7:00
Weird Science Mon 7:00
Footloose (1984) Tue 7:00
StripesWed 7:00
E.T. The Extra-Terrestrial Thu 7:00
Detroit Fri-Thu 1:00, 2:30
The Dark Tower Fri-Tue 12:30, 5:45, 7:30, 10:15; Wed 12:30,
5:45, 7:30, 10:30; Thu 12:30, 5:45, 7:30, 10:15

Atomic Blonde Fri-Sat 12:30, 3:15, 6:30, 10:00; Sun-Mon
12:45, 3:15, 6:30, 10:00; Tue 12:30, 3:15, 6:30, 10:00;
Wed-Thu 12:45, 3:15, 6:30, 10:00

Dunkirk Fri-Sat 12:30, 3:30, 6:30, 10:00; Sun-Mon 12:30,
3:30, 6:30, 9:45; Tue 12:30, 3:30, 6:30, 10:00; Wed-Thu
12:30, 3:30, 6:30, 9:45

War for the Planet of the Apes Fri 12:00, 3:15, 6:45, 9:30;
Sat 3:15, 6:45, 9:30; Sun-Mon 12:00, 3:15, 9:30; Tue
12:00, 3:15, 8:15, 9:30; Wed-Thu 12:00, 3:15, 9:30

Spider-Man: Homecoming Fri-Thu 12:15, 3:45, 7:00, 9:30

GUILD CINEMA
3405 Central NE • 255-1848

Soul On a String Fri-Mon 5:00
Animal Crackers Sat-Sun 1:00
The Blind Boys of Alabama: How Sweet the Sound: Tue 4:30,
6:30, 9:30

Pretty In PinkWed 3:30, 6:00, 8:30
Swim Team Thu 3:45, 6:0, 8:15

HIGH RIDGE
12910 Indian School NE • 275-0038

13 Minutes Fri-Thu 12:55, 4:05, 7:00, 10:05
An Inconvenient Sequel: Truth to Power Fri-Thu 1:00, 4:10,
7:10, 10:10

The Glass Castle Fri-Thu 12:35, 4:00, 7:25, 10:30
Landline Fri-Thu 3:50, 10:15
Lady Macbeth Fri-Thu 12:40, 7:20
A Ghost Story Fri-Thu 3:30, 10:00
Dunkirk Fri-Thu 12:50, 3:40, 7:35, 10:25
Maudie Fri-Thu 12:45, 3:45, 7:05, 10:20

The Big Sick Fri-Thu 12:30, 3:50, 7:00, 10:10
Lost in Paris Fri-Thu 12:40, 7:35

ICON CINEMAS ALBUQUERQUE
13120-A Central Ave. SE • 814-7469

The Nut Job 2: Nutty By Nature Fri-Thu 10:45am, 11:30am,
1:00, 2:00, 3:15, 4:30, 5:30, 6:15, 8:30

The Glass Castle Fri-Thu 11:00am, 1:50, 4:40, 7:30, 10:20
Annabelle: Creation Fri-Thu 10:45am, 1:15, 3:45, 7:00, 7:45,
9:20, 9:45, 10:15, 10:45

Kidnap Fri-Wed 11:10am, 1:20, 3:30, 5:40, 7:50, 10:00; Thu
call for showtimes

Detroit Fri-Wed 10:25am; Thu call for showtimes
The Dark Tower Fri-Wed 10:25am, 12:40, 2:55, 5:10, 7:25,
9:40; Thu call for showtimes

The Emoji Movie Fri-Wed 10:35am, 12:45, 2:55, 5:05, 7:10;
Thu call for showtimes

Girls Trip Fri-Wed 11:30am, 2:15, 5:00, 7:45, 10:30; Thu call
for showtimes

Dunkirk ri-Wed 11:30am, 2:00, 4:30, 7:00, 9:30; Thu call for
showtimes

War for the Planet of the Apes Fri-Wed 1:30, 4:30, 7:30,
10:30; Thu call for showtimes

Spider-Man: Homecoming Fri-Wed 10:25am, 1:20, 4:15,
7:10, 10:05; Thu call for showtimes

MOVIES 8
4591 San Mateo NE • 1 (800) Fandango, express # 1194

Transformers: The Last Knight 3D Fri-Thu 2:30, 6:00, 9:30
Transformers: The Last Knight Fri-Thu 11:00am, 12:50, 4:20,
8:00

The House Fri-Thu 11:30am, 2:10, 4:40, 7:10, 10:10
47 Meters Down Fri-Thu 11:40am, 2:20, 5:10, 7:50, 10:20
Guardians of the Galaxy Vol. 2 3D Fri-Thu 5:00, 8:20
Guardians of the Galaxy Vol. 2 Fri-Thu 11:50am, 1:30, 3:10,
6:30, 9:50

The Mummy Fri-Thu 11:10am, 2:00, 4:50, 7:40, 10:30
All Eyez On Me Fri-Thu 9:40
Captain Underpants: The First Epic Movie Fri-Thu 11:20am,
1:50, 4:30, 7:00

MOVIES WEST
9201 Coors NW • 1 (800) Fandango, express # 1247

Transformers: The Last Knight 3D Fri-Thu 1:10, 4:30, 8:20
Transformers: The Last Knight Fri-Thu 11:20am, 3:00, 6:30, 9:50
The House Fri-Thu 11:50am, 2:20, 5:00, 7:20, 10:00
Guardians of the Galaxy Vol. 2 3D Fri-Thu 1:40, 4:50, 8:40
Guardians of the Galaxy Vol. 2 Fri-Thu 12:20, 3:40, 7:00, 10:10
47 Meters Down Fri-Thu 11:30am, 1:50, 4:20, 6:50, 9:20
Meagan Leavey Fri-Thu 4:10, 9:40
The Mummy 3D Fri-Thu 4:40, 10:20
The Mummy Fri-Thu 11:10am, 2:00, 7:30
Captain Underpants: The First Epic Movie Fri-Thu 11:00am,
1:30, 7:10

RIO RANCHO PREMIERE CINEMA
1000 Premiere Parkway • 994-3300

The Nut Job 2: Nutty By Nature Fri-Thu 11:00am, 1:15, 3:30,
5:55, 8:30

The Glass Castle Fri-Thu 11:00am, 2:15, 5:55, 9:35
Annabelle: Creation Fri-Thu 11:30am, 2:25, 5:55, 8:20, 10:45
Kidnap Fri-Wed 12:15, 2:30, 4:25, 6:25, 8:25, 10:45; Thu
12:15, 2:30, 4:25

Detroit Fri-Thu 12:15, 3:40, 7:05, 10:30
The Dark Tower Fri-Thu 12:10, 2:30, 5:10, 7:40, 10:10
The Emoji Movie Fri-Thu 12:20, 5:45
Atomic Blonde Fri-Thu 12:30, 3:35, 7:00, 10:20
Girls Trip Fri-Thu 11:00am, 2:40, 6:15, 9:45
Dunkirk Fri-Wed 11:25am, 2:20, 5:25, 8:20, 10:45; Thu
11:25am, 2:20

War for the Planet of the Apes Fri-Thu 1:30, 5:25, 9:20
Spider-Man: Homecoming Fri-Thu 11:25am, 2:40, 5:55, 9:25
Despicable Me 3 Fri-Thu 11:00am, 1:20, 3:40, 5:55, 8:20
Transformers: The Last Knight Fri-Thu 12:10, 7:05
Wonder Woman Fri-Thu 3:35, 10:40

SUB THEATER
UNM (Student Union Building Room 1003) • 277-5608

Closed for the semester

UNM MIDWEEK MOVIES
UNM (Student Union Building Room 1003) • 277-4706

Closed for the semester.

WINROCK STADIUM 16 IMAX & RPX
2100 Louisiana Blvd. NE • 881-2220

Please check alibi.com/filmtimes for films and times. a

FILM | CAPSULES
Stark (Robert Downey Jr.) and Adrian Toomes (Michael
Keaton). 133 minutes. PG-13. (Century Rio, Flix
Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho
Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Valerian and the City of a Thousand
Planets
Visionary director Luc Besson (Subway, La Femme
Nikita, The Fifth Element, Lucy), turns a trippy French
comic book into a trippy comic book of a movie. On an
artificial planet that serves as home to a thousand alien
species, two interplanetary super-spies (The Amazing
Spider-Man 2’s Dane DeHaan and Suicide Squad’s Cara
Delevingne) must identify and stop an alien conspiracy
in order to save the universe (or something). Yes, it offers
even more loopy, mind-bending eye candy than The Fifth
Element, but you probably shouldn’t spend much time
analyzing the ludicrous, overstuffed storyline or the
dippy, sub-”Moonlighting” love/hate banter between the
leads. 137 minutes. PG-13. (Century Rio, Cottonwood
Stadium 16)

War for the Planet of the Apes
These recent Planet of the Apes reboots (2011’s Rise of
the Planet of the Apes, 2014’s Dawn of the Planet of the
Apes and this one) have been sober, exciting and
surprisingly thought-provoking. Here, ape commander
Caesar (the great, CGI-covered Andy Serkis) wrestles with
his own darker instincts as he battles the dwindling
forces of mankind (as embodied by Woody Harrelson’s
blood-crazed Colonel) for the future of planet Earth. 140
minutes. PG-13. (Century Rio, Flix Brewhouse, Icon
Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema,
Cottonwood Stadium 16, Century 14 Downtown)

Wonder Woman
Warner Bros. finally gets around to tackling one of DC
Comics’ most famous characters. Israeli actress Gal
Gadot stars as the titular Amazonian princess, whose
sheltered life is ended when a World War I pilot (Chris
Pine) crashlands on the Amazon’s isolated island home
and tells of the conflict raging in the outside world.
Princess Diana (Gadot) volunteers to suit up, return the
outsider and see what she can do about stopping this
War to End All Wars. Believe it or not, Warner Bros. is
finally getting a handle on this superhero thing—thanks,
in large part, to director Patty Jenkins (Monster), who
handles the character with care, intelligence and a sense
of adventure. 141 minutes. PG-13. (Century Rio, Rio
Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16,
Century 14 Downtown a)
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KUNM 89.9 FM
kunm.org

human-curated music

RADIOMuch more than

           

8/12  8PM

8/13  8PM

8/14 8PM

8/15  8PM

8/9  8PM

8/10  8PM

8/11  8PM

DFMK (TJ MX) 
Doomed to Exist, Shrewd 

Intentional Misuse

MON

TUES

Hip Hop open Mic
W/ WAE FUNKY 
HP DUBCRAFT 

and T ENEMY on Decks

Redneck Nosferatu (OK) 
White Fuzzy Bloodbath

Monsoon Nights
Ft Freakhouse • $1 PBR 

Tall Tall Trees, 
Smoke and Mirrors, 

Tropical Girls, Kevin Sting

Tiki Open Mic!
Teenage Sex (TX), 
Fraydee Cat (CA), 

Received, Alice Thomas

FREE

$5

MON
AUG 14
DOORS 8PM

THU
AUG 17
DOORS 9PM

FRI
AUG 18
DOORS 9PM

$5

$5/10

FREE

SAT
AUG 12
DOORS 8PM

SUN
AUG 13
DOORS  3PM

MOONSTONE DISCO 

THE TIMEWRECKERS

LOWLIFE 

NOTHNG FOREVR:

MADAM X

QUEEN EDITION

WONDERBITCH

VIDS'N'VINYL

SHRIMP NIGHT

P R E S E N T S

THE

YA RA N N I V E R S

LIVE MUSIC S Y SEPTEMBER 9th ATURDALIVE MUSIC S Y SEPTEMBER 9th 
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MUSIC | SHOW UP!

Sheer Mag Urges Action
The maelstrom needs to feel your love

Amidst the hatred and enmity running rampant since last
November, one hopeful attempt at consolation proposes that
Trump will be the catalyst for the end of a broken political
system. While I’m not
convinced by that
argument, I too have
found one redeeming
quality to this political
maelstrom: It’s bringing
us some kickass music.

Universally, the best
music is passionate.
Music itself is passion,
an incredible means by
which the personal
becomes transformed
into power. By bridging
the gap between
individuality and community, truly great music shakes its
audience to the core. It evokes emotion. It urges action.

Sheer Mag understands and embraces this power—and the
responsibility that comes with it—wholeheartedly on their
latest release Need to Feel Your Love. A hard rock band
boasting the bravado of ‘70s stadium rock but compelled by the
spirit of punk music, Sheer Mag strikes the perfect balance
between the personal and the political. From rallying cries of
revolution to tender reflections on intimacy, Sheer Mag
recognizes the importance of taking charge of your own life and
your own world.

The heavy metal guitar riffs of “Meet Me In The Street” kick
the album off with an almighty bang, their aggression
encouraged by a simple yet thumping drum line. Inspired by the
protests in Washington, D.C. during President Trump’s
inauguration, the lyrics raucously delivered by lead singer Tina
Halladay are a rallying cry for action: “So come on down and
get in the mix/We get our kicks with bottles and bricks/When
we walk together it feels all right/Meet me in the street.” This
call for uprising intensifies alongside a swell of crowd noise that
epitomizes the furor of protest, climaxing in a tremendously
feral yowl from Halladay. The song ends abruptly with some
AC/DC-style guitars punctuating the singer’s sneers.

The whole album, of course, does not carry this same spirit
of resistance. Over the course of 12 songs, Sheer Mag explores
a wide range of moods and sounds, with ventures into the sonic
arenas of funk, disco, country and stadium rock proving the
band adept at more than protest anthems. Songs like “Pure
Desire” and “Need to Feel Your Love” are celebrations of love
and lust. While Halladay’s guttural delivery occasionally
struggles to convey the subtlety and finesse for such tender
topics, brothers Kyle and Hart Seely—shredding the guitar and
bass respectively—are masters of emotion. Their soaring
chemistry imbues the album with a catchiness and upbeat
energy that plays fascinatingly well against Halladay’s
hoarseness

This buoyant bounce prevails even in tracks fueled by the
ethos of resistance, reminding us that love, not hate, is the
reason we protest. “Expect the Bayonet” is a deceivingly
catchy condemnation of voter suppression and systemic racism
throughout the United States, with lyrics like “So before the
world’s been reduced to soot/Solidarity for those underfoot”
poetically underlining a rousing refrain of “And if you don’t give
us the ballot/Expect the bayonet!”

From this gritty, sleeves-rolled-up attitude of resistance to
their signature lo-fi sound—a product of the entire album being
recorded on a Tascam 8-Track—everything about Need to Feel
Your Love embodies Sheer Mag’s do-it-yourself heritage.
Inspired by an illustrious history of punk rockers fighting
against “The Man,” Sheer Mag sounds more empowered than
angry, more hopeful than resigned, because they realize one
simple truth: unity—be it accomplished through love or anger—
is the key to power for the people. a

SONIC REDUCER
BY ADAM WOOD

It’s a Natural Achievement
Just to let you know the scene

BY AUGUST MARCH

S
o I’m sitting in the classroom/ I’m looking like a zombie/ I’m a-
waiting for the bell to ring/ I’ve got John Wayne stances/ I’ve
got Erroll Flynn advances/ And it doesn’t mean a doggone

thing.—“Teacher I Need You,” a song written by Elton John after
Bernie Taupin left him the lyrics in a brown paper envelope on top
of EJ’s piano.

Or something like that. Anywho, it’s the second track on the
album, Don’t Shoot Me I’m Only the Piano Player, which is quite a
rocking album. I mention that because I really enjoy sitting at
home and listening to rocanrol through my Audio-Technica M-
series studio headphones. It’s almost as much fun as checking out
gigs around town, especially when I run into something really
decent. And that reminds me, there are some damn decent musical
events to be had this weekend; here are my “choose your own
adventure” choices for the week. Each has a different, gloriously
musical outcome of course. But it’s still up to you to make the
scene, sabes?

Friday
What are you going to do when you’ve got three cray conciertos to
choose from on a Friday night, near the end of summer, for
Crissakes? Well, obviously, being human, you can’t take the divine
approach, and besides, I can’t envision a Burqueño version of the
God the Father traipsing around casinos or clubs, for some blessed
reason. Your best bet here and my recommendation: Use some kind
of game of chance to make the determination. Whether you draw
straws or throw bones, I sincerely believe each of the following will
be rocking.

On Friday, Aug. ll, Eric McFadden is playing at Launchpad
(618 Central SW). He’s from here. He made the warp speed jump
to Califas and ended up with words like “renowned” attached to his
work. And he can play the guitar just like ringing a bell. $10, 21+,
8pm.

At Route 66 Casino Legends Theater (14500 Central SW) it’s
something called Queensrÿche—minus original front man Geoff
Tate, but still equipped to belt out, courtesy of newcomer Todd La
Torre, a screaming version of “Jet City Woman.” Skid Row (damn
good!) opens this all-ages night of ‘90s nostalgia with tickets priced
between $29-65, and the curtain rises at 8pm.

Or you can just head for the hills and hear this town’s best
Americana act, live and in person at Madrid’s Mine Shaft Tavern
(2846 North Highway 14). The Porter Draw draws upon multiple
influences—including, dare I say, the holy spirit of Jim Phillips and
his Lousy Robot—to produce a twangy, deeply resonating sound

that evokes the struggle and triumph of the American soul. This
show is free, meant for all ages and begins at 8pm.

Saturday
Saturday, Aug. 12, provides a choice between devilish doings and
angelic antics. Which will it be for you, dear reader?

At Launchpad (618 Central SW), EYEHATEGOD, one of
NOLA’s premier (and storied) sludge outfits, will be filling the
venue with a thick, dark goo that rumbles and screams when
touched. This outfit has albums with titles like Take As Needed for
Pain, Dopesick and Confederacy of Ruined Lives—Oh, Baphomet,
please let them play “Inferior and Full of Anxiety”—so keep that in
mind as you pass through the doors and enter their murky realm.
Primitive Man, Dysphotic and maybe even Black Maria open this
21+, 8pm encounter with the sum total of the universe.

Nearly on the other side of Downtown, at Sister (407 Central
NW) to be precise, it will be a whole other world. Madam X, a
fixture of the Manchester, UK club scene, and consequently a very
influential Euro-DJ, will also be jamming out on Saturday night,
Aug. 12. Known for building percussive dance strategies around
colossal crescendos, spooky samples and breathy interludes (Check
out Kaizen Movements Vol 1), Madam X does her danceable
discourse dazzlingly; for $5 and a 21+ ID, you can shake a beatific
leg too, beginning at 8pm.

Sunday
No choice here. It’s a day of rest, after all. So how about a story
instead? Back in the before time—let’s say the late ‘80s or early ‘90s
in Burque for the sake of spatial temporal detail—and especially
during the hot, hot summer, nothing soothed the scorched soul
better than an evening of reggae music, like, maybe some Mystic
Vision, yo. Well guess what, kids? Reggae-influenced music is still a
popular diversion among local concert-goers. Maybe the genre
never really disappeared—it’s still drawing cannabis-craving, dance-
divining, rhythm-worshipping acolytes all over the damn USA as it
evolves with the influence of jam band music, dub and electronica
trailing smokily behind. You can get a load of this generation’s take
on Jah’s bounty when Tatanka gives it a go at Launchpad (618
Central NW) on Sunday, Aug. 13. They’re from Denver; Westword
says Tatanka is one of the best reggae bands in el norte, in case you
want to know. I know you can get with some of their easygoing
tuneage; their new self-titled album is both positive and playful.
Best of Burque Music winners The Riddims—their single
“Marijuano” kills me everytime, you know what I mean—as well as
White Glove Service and DJ Jetti Nasty open this smokin’
summertime sueno. $10, 13+, 7pm. a

Madam X COURTESY OF THE ARTIST COURTESY OF THE ARTISTEric McFadden
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Compiled by Megan Reneau. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.

THURSDAY AUG 10
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOMAustin Van • country,
variety • 6:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

CANTEEN BREWHOUSE Julian Dossett Band • Western, swing,
blues, jazz, rockabilly • 6pm • FREE

CLUB CANANAS Latin Night • salsa, merengue, bachata • 9pm •
FREE • 21+

DIRTY BOURBON Zach Coffey & The Grind • country • 9pm • $5 • 21+

DRAFTY KILT BREWING COMPANY Rudy Boy • variety • 7pm •
FREE • 18+

HISTORIC EL REY THEATER Lil Pump • hip-hop • 8pm

JAM SPOT Doll Skin • rock, alternative metal, punk • Shut Up •
Next to None • Pseudo Future • Right On Kid • pop punk • The
Countdown • 7pm • $12 • ALL-AGES!

LAUNCHPAD Dale Watson • country • 9pm • See Event Horizon

MARBLE BREWERY Brothers Gow • funk, rock • 7pm • FREE • 21+

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY Jon Souncy • acoustic, singer-
songwriter • 6pm • FREE

SAVOY WINE BAR & GRILL Jaded Heart Trio • country, folk rock,
singer-songwriter • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

SISTER Negative Approach • Cobra vs Mongoose • punk • 8pm •
$12-$15 • 21+

ST. CLAIR WINERY & BISTRO Last Call • jazz, blues, R&B • 2pm •
FREE • ALL-AGES!

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Jacob Chavez and Paul Hunton •
variety • 8pm • FREE • 21+

FRIDAY AUG 11
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Robin Lore • variety •
4:30pm • Chill • singer-songwriter, tropical rock • 8:30pm • FREE •
ALL-AGES!

DIRTY BOURBON Zach Coffey & The Grind • country • 9pm • $5 • 21+

HOTEL ANDALUZ The Tracey Whitney Quartet • classic jazz, soul •
7pm • FREE • 18+

JAM SPOT DayBreak • alternative • The Manics • 7pm • $8-$10 •
ALL-AGES!

KELLY’S BREW PUB Delphia • pop, jazz, soul • 7pm

LAUNCHPAD Eric McFadden • rock • 9pm • See Show Up!

LEGENDS THEATER @ ROUTE 66 CASINO Queensrÿche • progres-
sive metal • Skid Row • 8pm

LE TROQUET Ed Whiting • guitar, variety • noon

LIZARD TAIL BREWING Steve Murray Band • classic rock • 8pm •
FREE • 21+

MARBLE BREWERY Squash Blossom Boys • bluegrass, folk,
Americana • 8pm • FREE • 21+

MARBLE BREWERY HEIGHTS TAP ROOM Aaron Markland • folk,
rock, singer-songwriter • 7pm • FREE • 21+

MOLLY’S BAR, Tijeras Paul Harmon • rock, variety • 1:30pm •
Bella Dawn • rock • 6pm • FREE • 21+

PIATANZI SWAG duo • jazz, blues, Motown • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY Michael Moxey And The Easy
Sinners • country, alternative, rock • 8pm • FREE

SHERATON UPTOWN HOTEL Last Call • jazz, blues, R&B • 6pm •
FREE • ALL-AGES!

ST. CLAIR WINERY & BISTRO MoonHat • jazz, soulful groove,
eclectic funk • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

SUNSHINE THEATER Phora • hip-hop • J.Sirus • Benz Shelton •
8pm

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Glenn McLaughlin • singer-
songwriter • 3pm • FREE • 21+

YANNI’S AND LEMONI BAR AND GRILL Temp Tats Duo • eclectic
folk • 7:30pm • FREE • 21+

SATURDAY AUG 12
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM John Sousy • variety •
5:30pm • Murata • classic rock, contemporary • 8:30pm • FREE •
ALL-AGES!

Calendar |MusiC

MUSIC

CALENDAR
Thursday AUG 10 8:00pm Doors

Saturday AUG 12 8:00pm Doors

Sunday AUG 13 7:00pm Doors

Sunday AUG 19 8:00pm Doors

Tuesday AUG 15 8:00pm Doors

Thursday AUG 17 8:00pm Doors

Friday AUG 11 8:00pm Doors

Friday AUG 18 8:00pm Doors

AN EVENING WITH

DALE WATSON
AN EVENING WITH

ERIC MCFADDEN

EYEHATEGOD
PRIMITIVE MAN

DYSPHOTIC  BLACK MARIA

TATANKA
WHITE GLOVE SERVICE

THE RIDDIMS  DJ JETTI NASTY

ALL FEMALE PANTERA TRIBUTE

COWGIRLS FROM HELL
FULL BLAST

THURSDAY NIGHT GIRL FIGHT! 
CHICHARRA  YEAR OF THE COBRA

CAT TEETH  THE TIMEWRECKERS

DAVE BROCKIE TRIBUTE SHOW
BAKED  ANESTHESIA

SORRY GUERO!  ECHOES OF FALLEN 
LAUGHING DOG

BEN HATHORNE MEMORIAL

TIM ZANNES

+ TUBBY CLOUD 
& THE KINFOLK
Tenor saxophonist with piano, bass 

and drums 

+ R&B, Jazz, and Funk Quintet

210 Yale SE    505.268.0044    www.outpostspace.org

RODNEY BOWE

+ DIANE 
RICHARDSON
Multi genre bassist /vocalist with trio 

+ Vocalist with trio performing 

originals and more

7:30PM

THUR
AUG

17

STUDENT DISCOUNT & RUSH TICKETS 
AVAILABLE FOR ALL OUTPOST SHOWS

HERBIE HANCOCK
Legendary jazz, funk, rock, pianist & 

composer 

Kiva Auditorium 

in partnership with AMP Concerts

7:30PM

7:30PM

THUR
AUG

10

WED
AUG

16

THU
8.24
DOORS@7

FRI
9.15
DOORS@7

MON
9.18
DOORS@7

Bleached  Dirty Nil

TUE
9.19
DOORS@7

Jade Jackson

WED
9.6

DOORS@7

MON
9.11
DOORS@7

DECAPITATED
THY ART IS MURDER
Fallujah  Ghost Bath

FRI
9.22
DOORS@7

FRI
8.11
DOORS@7

WED
8.16
DOORS@7

SAT
9.9

DOORS@7

Dave Hause & The Mermaid  Amigo The Devil

Trampa  Xilent

WED
10.11

DOORS@7

TUE
9.5

DOORS@7

Letters From The Fire  Big Story

 Loud Harp

THU
9.21
DOORS@7

Strung Out  Los Kung Fu Monkeys

J.Sirus  Benz Shelton

Social Club Misfits Wordsplayed

TUE
10.3
DOORS@7

FRI
10.6
DOORS@7

Power Trip  Dust Bolt

THE COOPERAGE DJ Salsa • salsa • 9:30pm • $5 • 21+

THE CRAFTROOM Tres Pendejos • acoustic, reggae • 7pm • FREE • 21+

DIRTY BOURBON Zach Coffey & The Grind • country • 9pm • $5 • 21+

DUEL TAPROOM Don Martin • roots, vinyl • Brotherhood Sound
System • dancehall reggae • DJ Breakaway • hip-hop • 9pm • $5 •
21+

GECKO’S BAR & TAPAS, Northeast Heights On Tap • variety rock •
8pm

HOTEL ANDALUZ Chris Dracup Trio • blues, reggae, soul • 7pm

JAM SPOT Lil MoCo • variety • Goggles • Negro • 7pm • $20-$40 •
ALL-AGES!

KAKTUS BREWING COMPANY Quartet505 • jazz • 7pm • FREE •
ALL-AGES!

LAUNCHPAD Eyehategod • sludge metal • Primitive Man •
Dysphotic • death metal • Black Maria • rock • 9pm • See Show
Up!

LE TROQUET Ed Whiting • guitar, variety • noon

MARBLE BREWERY Jade Masque • rock, Latin, world beat, fusion •
Merican Slang • funk, Americana • 8pm • FREE • 21+

MARBLE BREWERY HEIGHTS TAP ROOM Dan LaVoie • singer-
songwriter, folk rock • 7pm • FREE • 21+

MEZCAL TEQUILERIA Young Money Billionaires Night • DJ Gonzo
Supreme • hip-hop, rap, trap • 9pm • $0-$5 • 21+

PONDEROSA BREWING COMPANY Last Call • jazz, blues, R&B •
6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY The Cowboy Way • country •
6:30pm • $15 • Don Allen • country, acoustic, singer-songwriter •
8pm • FREE

SAVOY WINE BAR & GRILL Le Chat Lunatique • jazz, swing • 6pm •
FREE • 21+

SEASONS ROTISSERIE & GRILL The DCN Project • funk, soul,
R&B • 6pm • FREE • 21+

SISTER Madam X • electronic, dance • 8pm • 21+

ST. CLAIR WINERY & BISTRO Big K and Blue Train • R&B, blues,
soul • 6pm

TRACTOR BREWING TAPROOM Keith Sanchez • rock, blues, singer-
songwriter • 5pm • FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Quietly Kept • acoustic folk,
rock • 8pm • FREE • 21+

SUNDAY AUG 13
CANTEEN BREWHOUSE The Porter Draw • alt.country, Americana,
bluegrass • 4pm • FREE

DIRTY BOURBON James McMurtry • singer-songwriter • 7:30pm

JAM SPOT Stolas • prog rock • Kauses to Become • Welcome to
the Lake • Go Out in Style • Edit Canvas • 6pm • $12-$15 •
ALL-AGES!

LAUNCHPAD Tatanka • White Glove Service • The Riddims •
roots, rock, reggae • DJ Jetti Nasty • 7:30pm • 13+ • See Show
Up!

MOONLIGHT LOUNGE Def-i • hip-hop • Watz Real • J-Scribe • 8pm

SEASONS ROTISSERIE & GRILL Bosque Blues • acoustic blues •
6pm • FREE • 21+

MONDAY AUG 14
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Singing Pilgrims •
folk, country • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

SISTERWonderbitch • The Timewreckers • cosmic country • 8pm •
$5 • 21+

TUESDAY AUG 15
LAUNCHPAD Cowgirls From Hell • Pantera tribute • Full Blast •
9pm • See Event Horizon

WEDNESDAY AUG 16
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Chris Ravin • variety •
7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

MARBLE BREWERY The MLC • rock, pop, oldies • 6pm • FREE •
21+

SUNSHINE THEATER Jidenna • hip-hop, rap • 7pm • $20 • 13+

TRACTOR BREWING TAPROOM Todd Tijerina • blues, roots, rock •
8:30pm • FREE • 21+
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straight Dope | aDvice from the abyss  by cecil aDams

Do men really think about
sex every six seconds?

I was wondering if you could settle a dispute I’m

having with a charming young lady. She insists

that men, on average, think about sex every six

seconds. Thinking about sex 10 times every

minute just seems a bit much to me. 

Dubious, no? 

—Luke Robertson, Massachusetts

Six seconds, seven, eleven—some version of the

“Men think about sex every X seconds” claim has

been kicking around forever. The intended

takeaway, clearly, is that human males are just

naturally hornier than the females, but nobody

knows where the alleged stat came from, and

anyway all evidence suggests it’s bunk. The most

recent wisdom we have on this subject comes via a

2012 paper from Ohio State University, where

researchers equipped 163 students, men and

women, with golf counters—you know, the kind

where you click a button to advance the number

display—and asked them to tally how often they

thought about nooky. (These devices are also

known as “stroke counters,” a point that for some

unimaginable reason the authors left out of their

paper.) The most prolific sex-thinker in the group, a

male subject, recorded an average of 388 amorous

musings a day over the course of a week. Assuming

this guy ever managed to get any sleep, that’s

something like one sex thought every two and a half

minutes, and he’s at the very top of the reported

range. I think we can call this dispute settled.

How often did everyone else think about sex,

though? Let’s slow down a little first and consider

some conceptual and methodological considerations

here. For starters, what do we mean by men and

women anyway? The OSU researchers reported

that all in all (i.e., including control groups; see

below) their subjects included 163 female and 120

male students, 96.1 percent of whom self-identified

as heterosexual. Were any of them transgender?

The authors don’t say, but one could argue that the

very existence of people who identify as something

other than the gender they were assigned at birth

would seem to complicate any firm binary

pronouncements about what “men” and “women”

think about. 

And then there’s the issue of how you get people

to monitor their own thoughts without inherently

skewing the numbers. On this topic I refer you to

Fyodor Dostoevsky, who wrote: “Try to pose for

yourself this task: not to think of a polar bear, and

you will see that the cursed thing will come to mind

every minute.” This is actually a methodological

problem in psychology, named after Dostoevsky’s

challenge—the “white bear problem,” also called

“ironic process theory.” Strictly the concept applies

to thoughts you’re trying to avoid, but the OSU

authors acknowledged that simply toting a golf

counter around may have effectively reminded the

subjects to think about sex more often than they

otherwise might.

In short, I suspect the actual answer, to the

extent there is one, may be the least interesting part

of the how-often question. In the interest of keeping

the customer satisfied, though, here’s what the

study found: The women reported rates of 1 to 140

sexual thoughts per day, with an average of 18.6.

The men, meanwhile, showed both higher numbers

and greater variability—their rates ranged between

1 and (as mentioned) 388 thoughts a day, with an

average of 34.2. For men that’s a sex thought every

waking half hour, roughly, compared to once every

55 minutes for women.

We might note that 163 kids with clickers isn’t

many—a far smaller sample than (e.g.) a survey

conducted in 1973 where 4,420 people were asked

whether they'd thought about sex in the previous

five minutes. (Results? For respondents 25 and

under, 52 percent of men and 29 percent of women

answered in the affirmative.) Rather than rely on

subjects’ notoriously unreliable memory, though,

OSU researchers thought real-time recording might

improve accuracy. They also had control groups

count their thoughts about food and sleep, to make

sure men weren't just generally more in touch with

their various physical needs.

Anyway, their findings tracked with earlier work

insofar as it did identify a difference in the regularity

with which men and women think about getting

horizontal. What might account for that? There’s the

possibility, for instance, of research subjects

complying with cultural stereotypes about sex-

thought-frequency, or that men might simply feel

more comfortable than women in discussing sexual

cogitation—an idea that won’t sound crazy to any

woman who's ever walked past a construction site.

(But again, that’s the apparent point of the every-X-

seconds claim under review: providing scientific-

sounding cover for guys’ gross behavior. Hey, we

just can't help it!) However, in the control groups

counting food and sleep thoughts, the men scored

higher too. The researchers suggested these

recurring splits could indicate men and women are

conceptualizing thoughts differently: “Perhaps men

have a lower threshold for the labeling or

recognition of cognition.” Yep, we’re down to

thinking about how people think about thoughts,

which puts me in mind of someone who once

questioned what the definition of “is” is. Bill Clinton,

man—now there’s a guy who could skew a study 

like this.

Send questions to Cecil via straightdope.com or write him c/o
Chicago Reader, 350 N. Orleans, Chicago 60654.
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bAked goods | cANNAbis ReVieW bY JosHUA Lee

Under Your Nose
Everest Apothecary was there the 

whole time

S
o if you’d asked me a week ago, I’d have
told you I’d been to every dispensary in
Albuquerque. The real “problem” here is

that these things keep popping up all over
the place. If I didn’t know any better,
I’d say the medical cannabis trade is
one of the fastest growing industries
in the state.
Well, what do you know? Looks

like I didn’t know any better.
Apparently, in 2016, New
Mexico’s top 25 medical cannabis
companies made over $46 million
in gross receipts and paid over $12
million to employees. That’s a
lot of dosh. Which explains
why shops like Everest
Apothecary are popping up
everywhere, seemingly overnight
and under the very nose of your
fearless reporter. It’s impossible to
keep up. Surely I can’t be blamed for
letting one slip past me now and again.
Ahem. I asked my budtender at Everest

how long they’d been open, sure that it must
have been a week or two at most. “Since the
beginning of the year,” she said. 
Blast! The old man was obviously

slipping again.
The showroom was beautiful and had a

nice, calm atmosphere. The staff was
professional, attentive and went through the
trouble of hand-trimming the buds I picked
out. And those buds had some pretty great
price tags, too (although the pickings were a
little slim). This place has been here for
months, and I had no idea! What a bummer.
Not to worry, though. My mood swung

right around when I saw the beautiful,
crystalline flowers available. I picked out
two and watched the ‘tender carefully trim
the buds as she weighed them out. It was a
very different process from most of the
places I’ve been to, and it was nice to see.
I ended up with two strains in my bag

when I got home: Icefall (THC: 17.68%,
CBD: 0.3%—$9/gram) and Super Lemon OG
(THC: 17.25%, CBD: 0.23%—$9/gram).
Both were springy, fresh and aromatic.
I started with the Super Lemon OG, a

sativa-dominant hybrid of Super Lemon Haze
and Captain Krypt OG. It smelled alluringly
of citrus and diesel and tasted fruity and
bright. Smoking it was a sensual pleasure.
The effects were easy to handle, bringing on
a slight head buzz with little sluggishness.
The mood-altering power of this strain was
immediately felt. I was overcome with
feelings of euphoria and well-being that
remained with me for a good hour or so after
the physical effects had receded.
Later in the evening, I started breaking

apart a nugget of Icefall. This stinky morsel is

another sativa-dominant hybrid. Its pungent
odor tickled my nose hairs and accosted my
throat. It was a strong expectorant, and I had
trouble getting through the bowl in a timely
manner. By the end, I was sputtering and
coughing with tears streaming down my
face. I was making a performance of it,
falling to my knees and grabbing my
throat while melodramatically
choking out: “A-hyuh!” I was
laughing, too, which didn’t help.

Icefall turned out to be one of
those perfect strains for dealing
with depression or general
sluggishness. It put me in a
great mood and inspired me
to jump up and be active.
These kinds of strains are

always my favorites, as they
can turn a chore into a fun
experience and typically increase
my awareness and openness. I

become more engaged with the world and
less self-absorbed—always a good state to
chase.
In fact, maybe if I’d been up my own ass a

little less, I would have already known about
Everest and its beautiful medicine. Well if
there’s one thing I can teach you again and
again, dear reader, it’s this: It’s not being
wrong that’s shameful. It’s staying wrong.

A Note From the Author
If you didn’t see it, flip back to our Letters to
the Editor section and check out what Dr.
Peter DeBenedittis’ sent us. Dr. DeBenedittis
is seeking the democratic nomination for
New Mexico governor in 2018. A few weeks
ago, I said the good doctor was the only
democratic gubernatorial candidate to
“avoid explicitly supporting pro-cannabis
policies.” Apparently—as his letter points
out—I was very wrong. Dr. DeBenedittis says
he is fully in support of the legalization of
regulated recreational cannabis.
That means that every seeker of the

democratic nomination in the gubernatorial
race is pro-cannabis. God damn does it feel
good to be wrong, sometimes. Hopefully Dr.
DeBenedittis is reading this right now and
knows how sorry I am for printing such
horrible lies about him. Maybe we can laugh
about it over a legal joint one day. a

Everest Apothecary

9237 Fourth Street NW 

(505) 898-2800

Hours: Mon 9am-7pm, Tue 9am-8pm, Wed-Thur

9am-7pm, Fri 9am-8pm, Sat 10am-8pm

First-time Freebies: Yes
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Free Will Astrology | Horoscopes by rob brezsny

ARIES (March 21-April 19): I hope you’re making
wise use of the surging fertility that has been coursing
through you. Maybe you’ve been reinventing a long-
term relationship that needed creative tinkering.
Perhaps you have been hammering together an
innovative business deal or generating new material for
your artistic practice. It’s possible you have discovered
how to express feelings and ideas that have been half-
mute or inaccessible for a long time. If for some weird
reason you are not yet having experiences like these,
get to work! There’s still time to tap into the fecundity.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20):Uruguayan writer
Eduardo Galeano defines “idiot memory” as the kind of
remembrances that keep us attached to our old self-
images and trapped by them. “Lively memory,” on the
other hand, is a feisty approach to our old stories. It
impels us to graduate from who we used to be. “We are
the sum of our efforts to change who we are,” writes
Galeano. “Identity is no museum piece sitting stock-still
in a display case.” Here’s another clue to your current
assignment, Taurus, from psychotherapist Dick Olney:
“The goal of a good therapist is to help someone wake
up from the dream that they are their self-image.”

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Sometimes, Gemini,
loving you is a sacred honor for me—equivalent to
getting a poem on my birthday from the Dalai Lama. On
other occasions, loving you is more like trying to lap up
a delicious milkshake that has spilled on the sidewalk,
or slow-dancing with a giant robot teddy bear that
accidentally knocks me down when it suffers a glitch. I
don’t take it personally when I encounter the more
challenging sides of you, since you are always an
interesting place to visit. But could you maybe show
more mercy to the people in your life who are not just
visitors? Remind your dear allies of the obvious
secret—that you’re composed of several different
selves, each of whom craves different thrills.

CANCER (June 21-July 22): Liz, my girlfriend when I
was young, went to extreme lengths to cultivate her
physical attractiveness. “Beauty must suffer,” her
mother had told her while growing up, and Liz heeded
that advice. To make her long blonde hair as wavy as
possible, for example, she wrapped strands of it around
six empty metal cans before bed, applied a noxious
spray and then slept all night with a stinky, clanking
mass of metal affixed to her head. While you may not
do anything so literal, Cancerian, you do sometimes act
as if suffering helps keep you strong and attractive—as
if feeling hurt is a viable way to energize your quest for
what you want. But if you’d like to transform that
approach, the coming weeks will be a good time. Step
One: Have a long, compassionate talk with your inner
saboteur.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Each of us comes to know
the truth in our own way, says astrologer Antero Alli.
“For some it is wild and unfettered,” he writes. “For
others it is like a cozy domesticated cat, while others
find truth through their senses alone.” Whatever your
usual style of knowing the truth might be, Leo, I suspect
you’ll benefit from trying out a different method in the
next two weeks. Here are some possibilities: trusting
your most positive feelings; tuning in to the clues and
cues your body provides; performing ceremonies in
which you request the help of ancestral spirits; slipping
into an altered state by laughing nonstop for five
minutes.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):Would you scoff if I said
that you’ll soon be blessed with supernatural
assistance? Would you smirk and roll your eyes if I
advised you to find clues to your next big move by
analyzing your irrational fantasies? Would you tell me
to stop spouting nonsense if I hinted that a guardian
angel is conspiring to blast a tunnel through the
mountain you created out of a molehill? It’s OK if you
ignore my predictions, Virgo. They’ll come true even if
you’re a staunch realist who doesn’t believe in woo-
woo, juju or mojo.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): This is the Season of
Enlightenment for you. That doesn’t necessarily mean
you will achieve an ultimate state of divine grace. It’s

not a guarantee that you’ll be freestyling in satori,
samadhi or nirvana. But one thing is certain: Life will
conspire to bring you the excited joy that comes with
deep insight into the nature of reality. If you decide to
take advantage of the opportunity, please keep in mind
these thoughts from designer Elissa Giles:
“Enlightenment is not an asexual, dispassionate, head-
in-the-clouds, nails-in-the-palms disappearance from
the game of life. It’s a volcanic, kick-ass, erotic
commitment to love in action, coupled with hard-
headed practical grist.”

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Some zoos sell the
urine of lions and tigers to gardeners who sprinkle it in
their gardens. Apparently the stuff scares off
wandering house cats that might be tempted to relieve
themselves in vegetable patches. I nominate this
scenario to be a provocative metaphor for you in the
coming weeks. Might you tap into the power of your
inner wild animal so as to protect your inner crops?
Could you build up your warrior energy so as to prevent
run-ins with pesky irritants? Can you call on helpful
spirits to ensure that what’s growing in your life will
continue to thrive?

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): The fates have
conspired to make it right and proper for you to be
influenced by Sagittarian author Mark Twain. There are
five specific bits of his wisdom that will serve as
benevolent tweaks to your attitude. I hope you will also
aspire to express some of his expansive snappiness.
Now here’s Twain: 1) “You cannot depend on your eyes
when your imagination is out of focus.” 2) “Education
consists mainly in what we have unlearned.” 3) “It is
curious that physical courage should be so common in
the world and moral courage so rare.” 4) “When in
doubt, tell the truth.” 5) “Thunder is good, thunder is
impressive; but it is lightning that does the work.”

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): “My grandfather
used to tell me that if you stir muddy water it will only
get darker,” wrote I. G. Edmonds in his book Trickster
Tales. “But if you let the muddy water stand still, the
mud will settle and the water will become clearer,” he
concluded. I hope this message reaches you in time,
Capricorn. I hope you will then resist any temptation
you might have to agitate, churn, spill wine into, wash
your face in, drink or splash around in the muddy water.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): In 1985, Maurizio
Cattelan quit his gig at a mortuary in Padua, Italy and
resolved to make a living as an artist. He started
creating furniture and ultimately evolved into a sculptor
who specialized in satirical work. In 1999 he produced a
piece depicting the Pope being struck by a meteorite,
which sold for $886,000 in 2001. If there were ever
going to be a time when you could launch your personal
version of his story, Aquarius, it would be in the next 10
months. That doesn’t necessarily mean you should go
barreling ahead with such a radical act of faith,
however. Following your bliss rarely leads to instant
success. It may take years (16 in Cattelan’s case). Are
you willing to accept that?

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Tally up your physical
aches, psychic bruises and chronic worries. Take
inventory of your troubling memories, half-repressed
disappointments and existential nausea. Do it, Pisces!
Be strong. If you bravely examine and deeply feel the
difficult feelings, then the cures for those feelings will
magically begin streaming in your direction. You’ll see
what you need to do to escape at least some of your
suffering. So name your griefs and losses, my dear.
Remember your near-misses and total fiascos. As your
reward, you’ll be soothed and relieved and forgiven. A
Great Healing will come. a

HOMEWORK: WHEN THEY SAY “BE YOURSELF,” WHICH
SELF DO THEY MEAN? TESTIFY AT

FREEWILLASTROLOGY.COM.

Go to realastrology.com to check out Rob Brezsny’s expanded
weekly audio horoscopes and daily text message horoscopes. The
audio horoscopes are also available by phone at (877) 873-4888 or
(900) 950-7700.

INVITE YOU AND A GUEST TO ATTEND A SPECIAL ADVANCE SCREENING

TUESDAY, AUGUST 15   7:00 PM 
AT REGAL WINROCK

SIGN UP FOR THE ALIBI E-MAIL NEWSLETTER TO FIND  
OUT WHERE TO GET YOUR FREE PASSES!

ALIBI.COM/NEWSLETTER

Rated R for strong violence throughout, some language. Supplies are limited. Limit one (1) pass per person. Each pass 
admits two (2). Sponsors’ employees are ineligible to participate. Screening is overbooked to ensure capacity. Please refer 

to passes for any other possible restrictions. NO PURCHASE NECESSARY.

MUST SIGN UP FOR THE NEWSLETTER BY THURSDAY, 8/10 AT NOON.
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/HitmansBodyguard @HitmansBodyguard

www.TheHitmansBodyguard.movie #HitmansBodyguard
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www.megamates.com  18+

Always FREE to listen

and reply to ads!

Playmates 

or soul mates,

you’ll find them

on MegaMates

(505) 338-0248
Albuquerque:

REAL PEOPLE 

        REAL DESIRE 

                REAL FUN.

Try FREE: 505-338-0228
More Local Numbers: 1-800-926-6000

Ahora español
Livelinks.com 18+
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Financial Services

NEED TO FILE YOUR TAXES?
Special Summer 20% discount
for Tax Preparation and E-filing.
www.accountantsandadvisors.co
m

Home Services

SWAMP - ABQ-INSTALL / FIX
www.SwampCoolerPro.com
505-332-8965

Handyman Services

WE DO IT ALL!!! 7 STAR
ELECTRIC-Plumb-Heat-
COOLING
www.SwampCoolerPro.com -
www.AbqAirConditioning.com
www.AlbuquerqueElectricians.
net LICENSE(D)#!!!! 353750
GB98/EE98/MM98 Mike Bell-
Owner-505-332-8965

w
7 STAR ELECT-PLUMB &
HVAC

www.AlbuquerqueElectricians.

net 505-332-8965 / Mike
Bell / Owner Electric,
Plumbing, Heating & Cooling -
mikebell711@yahoo.com

Photographic Services

w
AFFORDABLE PHOTOS &
VIDEO

DavidMartinezPhotography.co
m

YOU WILL GET  RESULTS when
you place your classified ad in the
Weekly Alibi. Call 346-0660 ext.
221  today!

Buy/Sell/Trade

PINBALL MACHINE FOR
SALE!!! Vintage 1990
Simpson’s themed pinball
machine for sale. All parts still
function and still in great
condition. $2000 OBO. Call
505-346-0660. 

Studies

w
MRI STUDY 12-18 y.o.
M/F for brain study. $20

per hour. 272-0769 (HRRC #
07-272).

Classified
Place your ad: alibi.com

classifieds@alibi.com

(505) 346-0660 ext 258

Employment

Real Estate
Real Estate

EAST NOB HILL OFFICE 3
ofcs, recptn, conf rm. Utils
incl. Upfront pkng. Beautiful
condition! $500. 119 Quincy
NE. 620-4970.

Apartments for Rent

University

UNM/CNM AREA APT Large
updated 1BD/1BA Apt 4

blocks from UNM/CNM @
1210 Dr Martin Luther King
NE. Â $560 mo + util. Â Oak
floors, off street parking.
Â Call (505) 377-7630. 

Duplexes for Rent

UNM/CNM AREA STUDIO
Remodeled studio/efficiency
apt 4 blocks to UNM @ 1210
Martin Luther King NE. 495
mo + util. Call 505 377
7630

Wellness

ASIAN MASSAGE Young,
female, Asian college student.
LMT available for massage
Monday-Friday 1-7, Saturday-
Sunday 10-8. LMT License #
8236 Call for appointment.
505-388-3723.

w
REDUCE YOUR
DRINKING? New non-

medication based treatment
program for heavy drinking
using brain stimulation and
mindfulness treatment. You
will be paid up to $400 for up
to 28 hours of your time.
Please call 505-750-0451 or

Employment

w
HIRING
IMMEDIATELY!!

Sheraton Albuquerque
Uptown Hotel is has

immediate openings in Food &
Beverage, Kitchen, Front Office
and Housekeeping. We’re
looking for enthusiastic,
customer service oriented
individuals. Please apply online:

Body & Soul

https://www.sheratonuptown.c
om/apply 

WEEKLY ALIBI HAS OVER
175,000 READERS, every
generation, from the Baby
Busters to the Baby Boomers.
Distributed throughout Abq, Rio
Rancho, Corrales, East Mountain,
Bernalillo, Placitas, Santa Fe and

Los Lunas. The Alibi is available
at restaurants, grocery stores,
college campuses, select retailers
and various downtown locations.
Coverage includes politics,
humor, film, opinion, music, art
and the most comprehensive
entertainment guide in Nuevo
Mexico. ¡Arriba!

Rooms/Roommates

ROOM FOR RENT
Responsible Person, Paseo
Del Norte, W/D, Utilities
included Quiet NHood,
$450/mo, $200 Deposit call
or text 620-0120

Downtown

w
ROOM IN ROOMING
HOUSE Rooms to rent in

rooming house in Barelas;
walking distance to downtown
& on the bus route; 8 rooms
share 2 bathrooms and

kitchen. Rent is $395/m, util.
incl., $100 dd with m-t-m
lease. No pets, kids or
couples. Call (505) 379-
1677

Misc Property

Northeast

w
12,000 SQ FT
COMMERCIAL 3300

Vassar Dr NE 884-0158 By
Owner Secure Improved Nice
Property Details on Craigslist
Lease to Own 6k per month

email abqresearch@unm.edu. 

Licensed Massage

HEAL AND RELAX Skilled
healing, deep relaxation.
Hospital/rehab experience.
$60 w/ad. Katrina LMT#6855
(505)506-4016
innovative.massagetherapy.co
m 

BODYWORK BY LAUREN
DRAKE Intelligent and intuitive

therapeutic massage and
Reiki.
www.bodyworkbylaurendrake.c
om. Contact through website
or call 336.817.5278 Lauren
Drake, LMT #8746

Self-Help/Workshops

OUT OF CONTROL? Struggling
with COMPULSIVE SEXUAL
BEHAVIOR and WANT HELP?
Call 505-510-1722 or visit
www.abqsaa.org

ARE YOU REALLY STILL MINE?
I’m so confused, are you really there waiting and wanting to
be with me? I really can’t tell, but I do know I miss you like I
miss our furry babies. Please lmk so I can run back to your
arms where I want to be. Life is too short to be this lonely. I
miss you J. Fr: J
I am a Woman. I saw a Man.
Where: Bluewater.

MAKE A WISH INTO THE WELL...
I had a dream you moved away and it was like Snow White
leaving the forest. All the birds and rabbits, deer and skunks
were so sad. I saw myself as a wounded dwarf pouting under
the shade of a willow tree, arms crossed smoking a cigarette
and wearing a black leather jacket. And now my forest is
empty without you. Bitterly happy for you, the only one I
notice in a crowded room.
I am a Trans person (MTF). I saw a Trans person (FTM).
Where: olive juice.

BLUE EYES THAT MADE ME FALL
We have interacted many times before, but it wasn\\\’t until I
looked into your eyes that I truly saw you. I never realized
your eyes were blue. I stared into your eyes for only 3
seconds but they felt like minutes. I was trying to figure out
what was going through your mind. Those 3 seconds
breathed new life into me and it has been quite an

Responsible Gaming Program

• Free Problem Gambling Treatment

• Educational Presentations

• Behavioral/Mental Health Professionals 
   Conference

Call the Responsible Gaming Coordinator for 
more information:(505) 798-7415

unanticipated experience since then. You make me feel and
feel deeply. Thank you for being you and reminding me what
it feels like to fall in love.
I am a Woman. I saw a Woman.
Where: .

BLONDE BLUE EYED CUTIE
Blondie who made eye contact with me while surfing the
crowd. I was standing with my back against the glass on the
south side of the stage. I watched u walk away and waved in
great hopes u just might return. I’m blonde, 6/2, green eyes
wearing a blue shirt. If you get this, contact me. Let’s meet
where it all started???
I am a Man. I saw a Woman.
Where: Summerfest Los Lobos showon 7/22/2017.

TANYA MY LOVE
I knew when we met you were the one i dreamed about. My
true dream girl, i love you with all my heart. Tanya i wanted
you so much. I know i get angree at times but only because of
shady things u do. I wuld of given anything for you to love me
like u said u did last week u told my daughter that u were
gonna marry me u loved me that much. Now u want it over u
dont diss the one u love tanya, thats a fact i gave u my all u
gave nothing in returnbut i will always love you, ur my love of
my life Tanya
I am a Man. I saw a Woman.
Where: 66 Casinoon 7/5/2014.
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by Matt Jones

Across

1 Indian drum

6 Toward the back of an airplane

9 Poison dart frog in "Rio 2"
played by Kristin Chenoweth

13 "Please continue"

14 OMG or LOL

15 ___ rock (genre for Emerson,
Lake & Palmer)

16 "Ditto!"

17 Activist org. that can't decide?

19 Soccer team whose players
are scarecrows?

21 Smartphone bill info

22 Basketball announcer's phrase

23 D&D or FFXV, e.g.

25 ___ Plaines, Illinois

26 Chemistry suffix

28 Pokémon protagonist Ketchum

30 "A Heartbreaking Work of
Staggering Genius" author Dave

32 Fail to ever mention God in
France?

36 Green with the clean version
"Forget You"

37 Outdoor sporting gear chain

38 Orangey-brown, like some port

42 Food list with amortized
appetizers and beveraged
buyouts?

45 Classic 1981 Galaxian follow-
up with tractor beams

48 Devoured

49 President pro ___

50 Summer in the cité?

51 Tool before down or cakes

53 Highlight reel segment

56 Dragging feeling

58 Spaghetti sauce brand you can
only get in one place?

62 Megastore for all your ballet
accessory needs?

64 Skin softener ("or else it gets
the hose again")

65 Compound with a hydroxyl
group

66 Too close ___ comfort

67 Moves around in a Newton's
cradle

68 Contradict

69 Clip-___ (some pinchy earrings)

70 ___ a customer

Down

1 Perfectly

2 Make upset

3 Fake Kazakh

4 Luxury hotel chain

5 Weak conditions

6 Letters on an envelope
addressed to a company

7 Bakery sackful

8 ___ and feather

9 Report cards' stats

10 "Everything Now" group ___
Fire

11 "The Wizard of Oz" scarecrow
portrayer

12 "Uh...possibly..."

13 Rag on

18 Team Carmelo Anthony was
drafted into in 2003

20 Aziz of "Parks and Recreation"

24 Louvre Pyramid architect

26 "Monsters, ___"

27 Ruby of "Do the Right Thing"

29 Shenzi in "The Lion King," e.g.

31 Island "where America's day
begins"

33 Actor Idris of 2017's "The
Dark Tower"

34 Camp out in the elements

35 Low-cal Cadbury-Schweppes
drink

39 "Don't touch this wall!" sign

40 First compass point clockwise
from N (on a 16-point compass)

41 Taco Bell's parent company
___! Brands, Inc.

43 ___ Paulo (Brazil's most
populous state)

44 Dictionary cross-reference
phrase

45 Doted on Doctor Who or
Dothraki, maybe, with "out"

46 When some kids' bedtimes
are set

47 "Imagine" songwriter

52 He sang about Bennie and
Daniel

54 Pennywise, for one

55 Bandleader Shaw

57 Reprehensible

59 It's never mine alone

60 L.A. rock club Whisky a ___

61 Young ___ (kids)

63 Eerie sighting
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ANSWERS TO THIS WEEK’S PUZZLE ARE AVAILABLE ONLINE AT ALIBI.COM

BY RYAN NORTH "Schooled"--no, I'm not ready for back to school.
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The easiest way to make money is:

A. Provide total strangers with rides in your car.

B. Sell your plasma.

C. Watch an ad.

The answer is “C”. 

Introducing AdWallet, a free app that pays you $0.50 every time you watch a 

30-second commercial (and an additional $0.25 when you share it on social media).

No catch. No gimmicks. No joke. 

Learn more at adwallet.com
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